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ABSTRACT 
PTlfU.TP A. STAGER 
THE EFFECTS OF USING FLASHCARDS TO DEVELOP l \L'TOMA TICfTY \\"lTH 
KEY VOCAB ULARY WORD fOR STUOEt\T ' WITH AND W!Tl-10 T 
U:.:ARNTNG Dl 'ABfl.TTIES Ei\ ROI.l ED IN 
HIGH . CHOOL . PA J H COl iR. E 
DECEMBER ::!01 0 
The purros~ of this study was to investigate the effe~ts or using flashl:ards to dL'\ elor 
amomaticit: (rapid word recognition) with key \·ocabulary words and phrases in order ro 
im prow tJuem:~· <-11ld recJding comprehetL~iun skilb tl>r participant~ v, ith and'' irhnut 
diagnosed learning disabilities enrolled in a high school panish course. Eighty-seven 
s tudent · '' illllHit lenrning disabilities and s ix student · "'ith learning disabilities (n = 93 ). 
al l between 16 and 18 years of age. (sample of convenience) were given single-'vYO rd and 
phrase tJain ing withjn the context of the curriculum. Participants learned to decode key 
words and phrases quickly and accurately in Spanish using flashcards. Once train ing wa5 
detem1in~d tt) be suffic ient. as mt.'a:-.ured th rough Curriculum-8~1sed Yleasurc: (('8 \1" sl. 
reading ~ompreh~nsion ~Cl) l"~ ' were then obtained through end-o f-unit exams. Onc:>- \\ 'a~ 
\Vi thin Sul~ic:'C t s ;-\ NOV Menn nnnl)si ~ \\ns ~onducted tn c:>'<plnre tbe ditference..., 
betv:een rapid "'nrd decoding rate. and rending comprehension scores. Al\0\'A (p<... .O)) 
analy e::. comparing the CB~. ·s ofautomaticit~ (administered just prior to rhe e:-{amsl 
"'·ith end-of-unit comprehension exams found no statistical!~· significant difference 
\/ 
be£\\·een the two. Results suggest tha t an emphasi on rhe de' elopment or nutonHHic:it) 
(rapiJ "'nrd recognition),\\ irhiu the context of the curriculum. benetit · all student of 
foreign language study. The find ings indicated that students w ith learning disabilities 
wer~ abk to achie' e comprehension rates comparable to Stutknts "'itholll leaming 
disabilit ies as a result of the interYention. 
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CHAPTER J 
INTRODUCTlON 
The dramatic shift in ethnic and cultural diversity anJ the ever increasing need to 
prepru·e all studenrs to meet the challenges of a more global economy lun·e strong! 
established rbe practical value of learning to communicate in a foreign language. The 
myriad of social and economic benetits associated wi th the knowledge of a foreign 
language bas been recognized in bmh the business and academ ic communities around the 
globe ( hrtp://w\v\v. \veboaal.comibenetitsotbi lingualism.htm) [Data ti·om the orth 
Carolina Department of Public Instruction their source was International Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation. American Institu te fo r foreign 'rudy. and ational Council on 
Foreign Language and International tudies] This in turn has great ! ~ intluenced the 
gradual emergence of foreign bngunge ( rL) study as one of the major components of 
b )th secon<..lar) and postsecondary curriculums nationv. ide { Gan ' chov.· . . parks .. hn or_ k.~ . 
I 9<.)8 ). Gan cho"' . 1\lye r and Roeger (I <)89) surveyed colleges and uni,·ersities to 
det~rmine their foreign language (FL) requirements and found that 60% of the in titutil)ll' 
required a fL in at least one program of study. Since then. an increasingly larger number 
of colleges and univers ities now require FL study to satisfy both their aclmis ion and 
graduat ion requirements (Schwarz. 1 997). According to a 1999 survey by the Modem 
Languages Association. (Brod & \l elles. 1999). fo reign language tudy i nov. oft~ reJ b) 
87% of all post econdary institutions. including 63% ofali.J.. ear in [itutions nmion"·ide. 
Today (1010). in Texas. al l seven of the public universi ty systems (e.g .. Texas A & 
Uni' ersity ystem. Texas State Universi ty System. Texas Tech University. ystem. 
ni ersity of Texas System, etc . .. ) recommend two consecuti,·e years of FL tudy lor 
~nrering fre hmen prior to admis ion. As postsecondary admiss ion r~quirements and 
emollments readi ly increase. so too does the need for secondary institution to prepnre 
all stud ent~ to meet those demands. This preparation must also incluue the gremc'r 
number l) J' students with learning disabili ties who are attemj)t ing to uain emrance in to 
...... ~ c-
postsecondary in titutions. More states ha e now added FL study to their gro,, ing li st or 
public education econdary curriculum requirements (Ganscho~. Myer. & Roeger. 1989: 
Ganscho'' & parks. 1987). 
Learning Disability: A Brief Historical Per ·pcctive 
In 1963 Samuel Kirk. a protessor of special euucation at the Uni\'er ity of Illinois. "a' 
c red ited for "coining" the term "learning disabilitie ... This term described a wide r:111ge 
of Jnnguage-re l at~d disorders/difficul ties and represented the life's work of a ve ry select 
E~nd dedicated group of physicians. psychologi. ts. educators. and researcher· who v\·ere 
Jet ermined to ckepen their understanding of this recurring ph~.:•nom~non (, \\anson. 
Harri . & Graham. 2006 ). Originally reterred ro a a "learning disorder. .. the rem1 
" learning disabil ity" W<:lS initially used by Kirk to desctibe ' ·children who bad disMdc•r:-. in 
development of language. speech, reading. and associated communication skill s .. 
{ http ://\.v''W\A .audiblox2000.com/booU. Irtm ). This newly coined term spread like 
"wildfire" and by the end of the 1960s. children in mnny difterent pans of the \\·a rid m~re 
s imilarly classitied as .. learning disabled·- ( hnp ://"'""w. audiblox~OOO.com/book2.htm). 
Increased u ·age of this tem1 spuned both researchers and practitione1 to begin ::.enrching 
fo r a common set of definitional parameter . A~ a result. rhe attempt to establish a 
uni\'~rsal ddinition fo r LD became one o f the must debated topi c~ among rese~trt:her:-. anJ 
practitioners alike throughout the 1970 ( Wallnch & Butler. 1995 ). ln rhe 1980s. rhe 
detinitional discussion broadened '"' ith the identi tication of t he conceptual ti·ameworJ.. ti)r 
the emerging field of '·Janguage learning disab il iti es·' (Stark & Wallach. 1980). In spite 
of the many ditferent attempts to fomwlate a detlnition that is acceptable to al l. the 
definition of learning disabilities remain , e lusive (Ratner & Harris, 199-k Shapiro. 
Accardo. & Capute. 1998: Wallach & Butler. !99-L 1995). Howe' er. the mo r v. i<..kl: 
LU:>d definition of learning disabilities appear in the most recent fede ral legislation. 
Pub lic Law I 08--+46. the Individuals with Disabilities Education Imrro' ement Act 
(lDElA ~00-+ ) (Lerner & Kline. 2006 p. 6). The fo llowing federal definition fo rms the 
bas is for most state definitions. including the stare of Texas. and is used by many S(;hoob: 
The term ·'spec ific Jearniug disability"' means a di sorder in one or more of the 
basic p ycho logical processes im·olved in understanding or in using language. 
spoken or \\Titten. \>\ hi ch disorder may mani1e:t itself in imperfect abilit_ to lis t~n. 
thin!-.. speak. rend. "'rite. spell. or to do mathematical calculations. Such term 
includes such conditions as percepcual disabilities. brajn injun . minimal brain 
dy function. dys lexia. and developmental aphasia. Such term docs nor include a 
learning problem that is primarily the result ot\·isuaL heming. or motor 
disabilities: Of mental retardation: Of' t!ll10tional di sturbance: Or Of enYironmentaJ. 
culturaL or economic di sadvantage (Lerner & Kline. :2006. p. 7). 
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According to Texas Administrative Code, 
(B) A student with a learning disabi lity is one \Vho: 
(i) has been determined through a ' a ri ety or assessment tools and strateg ies to 
meet the criteria for a specitic learning disability as s tated in 3-f CTR. -
~300.8(c)( I 0). in accordance wi th the provi ions in 34 CFR. §§300.307-300.5 II : 
and 
(ii) does no( achieve adequate!) lor the chiiJ's age or meet state-nppmwtl grnJe-
level standard in oral expres ion. li stening comprehension. wrinen expre sion. 
ba ic reading skill , reading fluency skill s. rend ing <:omprchcnsion. math~:mutic 
calculation. or mathematics problem so h·ing v. hen pro' ided appropriate 
instruction. as indicated b) pertormance on multiple measures such as in-c lass 
rests: grade n, ·erage over time (e.g. s ix weeks. semester ): norm- or criterion-
referenced rc ' ts: srate\\ide assessments: or n process ba cd on the child's n:spono.:c 
to scienti1ic , rese3 rch-based intervention : and 
( I l doe not ma"e sufti ciem progress when pro\ ided a process bn ed on the child ':-. 
response to scientific. research-based intervention (as defined in :w U ·c. 
§7801 (37)). as indicated by rhe child's pcrformam:c relati \'c to thl.! p~rfonnanc~ uf 
the chi ld's peers on repeated. curriculum-based as es ments of achien~ment at 
reasonable in tervals. retlecting studem progress during c ia sroom in truction: or 
(II) ex.hibits a panem of strengths and weak.lles es in perfom1ance. achieYemcnt. 
or both relmivc to age. grade-level standards. or inte llectual ability. a:- ind ic3 tcd 
by signi ticant aria nee among specific areas of cognitive ftmction, such as 
working memory and ,·erbal comprehension. or between specific area or 
cognitive t'Lmction and academic achievement (http://vvwvv. os.state.tx.us/ 
hrtp:l/in fo. sos.sta te. rx. us/pls/publreadtac$cxr.TacPagc?s i= T &app=9&p _ d i r= & rr 
l oc=85~68&p_t loc=&p_ploc= l&pg=:2.1&p_rac=& ti=19&pt=2&ch=89&rl= I 0 I l. 
Evidence of difticulties \Vith leaming has been consistent ly documented since rhe 
e~uly 1800s when groundbreak.ing disco\'t~ries in neurolog~ and reading \\ ere made. 
Trends in learning and beha,·ioml patterns re ,·ea led \\'hat experts agreed \\ere t~ pica! 
churacteri:-.tics associa ted with tudents "ith learn ing disabilitie . A lthough considcr~d 
··typical" or "common .. , these characteristic are di\'er e and no one incli\'idual di splays 
all ofthe trai.ts. , omc srudenrs haw disab il iti es in reading, v.hile others excel in 
mathemati cs. runhennore, cei1ain kinds of learning and behavio ral characterist ics o r 
students with leaming disabil ities tend to be age and gender specific. Understanding rhe 
identi ti ed leaming and behavioral characteristic. for students with learning eli ,~h i 1 it it-:-. i:-. 
crucial for two reasons. first. it helps to define the pathology or nature of the learning 
disab ility and second , it can reveal the most effective and efficient classroom 
interventions. 
Research in the field of learning disabilities has identified a core set of lem·ni11g 
characteristics that are typically associated vvith students with teaming disabilitjes. 
According to Lemer and Kline (2006). individuals with leaming cl isabilitks may display 
difticulties of attention. poor motor abi lities. psychological processing deficits, lnck t) f 
phonological awareness, poor cognitive strategies For leaming. oral language. reading ~lnd 
vvriting. mathemmic and with social skills. Swanson, Harris <U1d Grnhmn (~006) 
re ported tbat indi viduals with learning disa bilities may also have Dyslex.ia- speci tic 
defici t in reading. Dysca lculin- specific deficit in m8th, Language Deficits (e.g .. 
pragmatics). social-emotional problems. attent ion-deficits and hyperactivity. memor) 
defic its. cognition deficits. perceptual differences. moror skill and coordination problem ·. 
t udents idenri6ed with LD comprise 51.2% of the total population of stud~ms receiving 
services in special educa rjon (Smith. Polloway, Patton. & Dowdy. 1 004). 
StudC'nts with a Learning Disability and Fordgn Language Lea rning 
There ha,·e been numerous explanations as to why some studenrs with learning 
dj ~abilitics perform well in some cour es such as math. science:: and social studic-s. but do 
not succeed in foreign language {FL) courses ( Ganschow. Sparks. & Javorsky. 1998 ). 
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Many years of intense research and study in the fie ld of learning disabilities and fL 
study, has re ea led a consistency in the areas of di fficulties experienced bv these 
learners. The research presented hereon represenrs what is currentl y known about 
individuals vvith leaming disabilit ies enrolled in FL study. 
Pimsleur and co lleagues (Pimsleur, 1968: Pimslew-. unci land. & Mcintyre. 1964:) 
proposed thm ·tudents with learning di s~1bi I ities lack of succe~s in FL t.:ourses. '" bo 
experienced succes. in o ther cour. es, "'as often due ro differences in ··auditory abili ry"' 
(the abili ty to deal v.ith sounds and sound- ymbol learning) rather tha11 lo\\ rnotivtni ()J1 or 
inrell igence. Dinklage ( 1971) reponed sim il ar tindings. He documented students at 
H arvard V\ ho earned overa ll grade point averages (GPAs) of3.5 or higher in their 
coursework yer fa iled in the ir attempts to fu lfil l rhe FL requ.irement (Ganschov.-, Spark 
& Javorsky. 1998). Dinklage suggested that these students' leam.ing difiiculties in FL 
courses were not the result of o lack of motivation or poor ntti rude but seemed to be the 
result of learning diftic ulties simi lar ro dys lc'xia {Gnnschow. Spark ·, & .Tm·orsk) 1998 ). 
In the 1980s. a group of researchers began focusing on the etiology of FL learning 
di fti culti t:'s and t{Jund no signifi.cunt difterences in i ntc•ll igen ~e between ·tudents \\"ith aJKI 
without fL learning pro blems. The. aJ o found that ··poor attitude and Jack of 
motivation are rhe result of difti culties v;irh laJlg uage. rather than a caLtse ofFL lean1.ing 
problems."· (Ganschow. parks. & Javorsky, 1998). Ganschow. Sparks. and JaYorsky 
( 1986) fUJther suggested that studems· FL difficulties were related to their initial 
problems with nati ve language learning. They stnted that a ··major premise underlying 
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our work is our hypothes is that the primary cnusal facto r in uccessful or unsucce ·sful 
FL learning are linguist ic; that is. students vvho t::Xhibit FL learning probkms hU\ eO\ en 
o r subtle native language learning diftere nccs that affect their Jenrnin!,! of a forei !.!.11 
~ '-
language .. (p. :2~9 ). The beliefthat leaming difticul tie in the na tive language aftc-ct the 
learning of a toreign language gene rise to Gnnschow and 'park's Linguistic Coding 
D ifferences Hypothesis (LCDH) as tlrst prnpost>d in 19R9. 
The Linguist ic Coding Differences Hypothesis (LCDH ) was derived from native 
language research and maintains that native lnnguage components such a the 
phonological/onhographic. yntacric. and semantic skills provide the initial linguistic 
framework tor the learn ing of a foreign language ( Ganscho". Sparks. & Javorsk:. J 998 ). 
TI1Us. problems with one language component are likely to produce negative effects in 
the natiH~ and the foreign language. The underpinnings of the LCDH h) pothesis are 
supp011ed by the resenrch of Carroll ( 1973) nnd Skehan ( 1986) who inirinlly asse rt ed thai 
.. basic language aptitude is n residue t)f tirsl langungc skill" (Ganschow. parks. and 
Javorsky. p. :::!49). Since its introduction in 199 1. researchers have provided strong 
empirical supporr for the LCDH hypothes is. Se eral studies at the secondary and 
postsecondary le,·els of education lun·e confirmed that good f L leamers rend to exhi bit 
s ignificantly stronger native language s"- ills in borh the \\ritten and oral domains than FL 
learners ,vi th lea rning d ifficulties (Gansclww. Spnrks. & Javorsky. 1998). Each of rhe:-.e 
stud ies act.:ounted t<.) r measures of natiw language skills and FL aptitude (as measured h> 
the Modern Language Aptitude Test. or :v1L T) nero sa myriad of variables (Carrol l & 
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Sapon, 1959). These variables included native language skills and FL aptitude 
differences. FL grades, students' self-perceptions, and parents ' perceptions ofFL 
leaming: an. ... iety and FL learning. fl protic iency and fac tor ana lysis. 
Ganschow and parks ( 1991) administered measures of nari ve language skill s und FL 
aptitude (MLA T) to 15 postsecondary students 'vvho passed college FL courses with either 
an A or Band 15 students who rece-ived either a waiver or a substitution for the FL 
requirement. The resu lt s supported the LCDH and revea led rhnt successful fl learner 
exhibited signiticantly trong:er native language ski lls across several domains 
(phonological/orthographic processing but not semantics or word meaning) and stronger 
FL aptitude than FL learners who were unsuccessful in their endeavors to complete the 
fL requiremenr. 
In another study. fi rst-year high school FL learners vvere divided into r~vvo groups 
based on their tirsr-qwnter FL grade. One g roup consisted of 36 tow-ri k learner v;ho 
achieved a grad~ of eithe r an A orB whi le the second group CL)ns isted of29 higb-ris l--. 
learners who achieved either a D or fin tbei r FL course. Once again , the results 
supported the LCDH re ea ling that lov.-ri ::;k FL learners exhibited significantly stronger 
pbonological/orthogmphic and syntactic (word order) ski ll s and greater FL aptitude than 
did the high-risk Fl learners. 
Jn a related study (Sparks et al., 199:::!). 1.5 fi rs t-vear FL students diagnosed v;ith LD 
were compared to both the low- and big:h-risk learner · on the same resting measures. 
Results revealed tha t the low-risk. non-LD FL learners exhibited s ignificantly stronger 
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phonological/orthographic and syntacti c. but not semantic skil ls and greater rL aptitude 
than the lov.-risk-LD Fl learners. There 'vH:'re nn signiticant differences tound bem een 
na tive language and FL apti tude mea·ures between the high-risk and LD Fl groups. 
Re earch conducted by FL educator Humes-Barrlo ( 1989) reported that karnc:rs who 
experience difficulties in FL comses typically show mi ld deficits in their narive lang uage 
skjll s \Vhen compared to leamers '1-Vho do not experience learning difficulties in FL 
courses. Skehan ( 1986) reported that students who ·'make more rapid progress in their 
tirst language tend to do better in foreign language learning at schoo l"· (p. 196). 
According: to Service ( I Y92). phonological/orthographic tasks and the ability ro comrore 
s_ ntactic-. cmanti t: structures can be used to predict skjJI i11 second language karning. 
Ellis ( 1985) tound tJ1at mos t researchers and pmctitioners in the field today agree that the 
rate and degree of success of second-language learning is ' ignificantly aftt>c t~d individual 
Ieamer diffe rences. Researchers also report that learner fac tors such as age. aptitude. 
m oti atil)ll. personality. cognitive style, and preferred learning strategies need to be 
considered in any comprehensive theory of secood-language leaming (Omaggio 1993. p. 
63). 
Stud ies correlating FL grades \Yi th me3sw-es of nati\ e language skill and FL aprirucle 
have also pn)\ iJeu strong surport fur tht' LCDH. stud) b;.' . p<lrks and Gnns<:ho\\ 
( 1996) found n significant correlation on measures of native language skill and FL 
aptitude tU11nng 154 . ruc.l ents v..ho achieved tin ~ll grades of A B. C. and 0 /F in ti rs t-~ ear 
high chool foreign language courses. Students who achieved A ·s scored significantly 
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higher on measures of native language skill and aptitude than students who achieved [3's. 
Students who ach.ie eel a final grade of B scored significantly higher on the. e same 
measures than rudents who achie\'ed a final grade ofC and so on. Similar srudie 
conducted by Gan chow and colleagues hU\ e comistentlv re\ eakd that ·rudt'nt · ,, ho 
achieved higher fL grades scored significant!) higher on both nati,·e language and f L 
apti tulle mea. ures. 
The objectiw of two related studies by Spnrks, G:1nscltow, and Patton ( 1995 ) w:-~s to 
detem1 ine the best pred ictors ofFL grades in tirst-yc..:ar high school FL courses. There 
were 15~ female partic ipants in one stud. and I 00 co-ed participants in the other. ln both 
studie . ~· tudent ·eighth grade English grade and their score on a panicular FL aptitude 
measure (the \IILAT) were found robe the most significant predictors ofstudems· rL 
grade in a tirsr-year high school FL course. Native language .spelling was also founJ tn 
be a s igniticant predictor of f L grade in one or the studies. According ro researcher · . the 
appe<:\r:l tH.:e ot'spt' lling as~\ predictor of H . grmk s suggested the importance of the 
phonological/orthographic skill for fl learning. The de<.:ision by these researcher" to 
examine studenb· Eng lish grade~ and MLA T "cor~s \\a~ b~1sc:d on the ··speculation·· that 
the e tv .. ·o \ ariablc. require students to use a myriad of different language skills (e.g .. ora l. 
li tening . .spt'Hi-. ing am] '"Titing skill s) in order to at: hie\ e cl<lS.Tuom succes ·. All thr ' c 
pred ictors provided additional support for the LCDH and emphasize both rhe impo11ru1ce 
anJ ro le of nati ve language components in FL learning. 
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Severn! qualitative studies involving FL learning and the perceptions of studems ·. 
teacher · .and parents · ha e yieJdt:d :- trong suppon tor the imJXH1anc.: t' and role of n~ni, e 
language ski lls. The e im·estigat ion. measured students· self-perceptions about the ir fl 
leaming. teachers· perceptions about their studenr ' FL learning skill and atTecti\ e 
charac teri stics. and pa rents · perception about the child 's language learning skills 
(Ganschov.. Sparks. & Javorsky. 1998). In one study, for example. Javorsky. Sparks. and 
GanschO\\ ( 199~) crea ted and admini tered [1 self-report instrumen t de. ignecl to measure 
co llege stuJents· perceptions about learn ing u foreign languJge to 60 colh::•ge stuJents 
v. ith LD and 1-+4 co llege srudenrs "'·ithout LD enrolled in FL courses. They l\.1tll1d that 
a lthough both groups reponed equal moth <ltion to learn a toreign language. stuJt'nts v. ith 
LD perceived themselves as less capab le and as possessing fewer of rhe essential skills 
needed to succc>ssfull y master the oral and written FL requirements. The students with 
LD also reponed higher levels of anxiet. when taking tests and when studying for their 
FL cour:· c:::s. Thus. the researchers COJH.: Iuded that the students ' se lf repons re£lected the ir 
weaker nati,·e language skills. 
Gan cho'"' and Sparks (1 991) admi ni~tered n st' lf-repot1 creening instrum~nt to 3 73 
college students to identify potenriallinks be tween narive and FL learning to identitY 
students who \\ere at risk fo r FL leaming pro blems. The in:;trument asked stuuems 
ques tions about specific aspects of narive language learning such as gmmmar . .:;pelli ng. 
v. rit ing and reading. The researchers conclud c: d that the que ·ti()JlS a ·keel about nat!\ e 
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language leaming were the best discriminators of students at risk for fL learning 
difficulties. 
ln a similar study. (Sparks. Ganschow. & .l11vorsky. 1993) moditied the same e lf-
repoi1 qut'stionnaire and administered ir to 79 secondary FL teamers. The instrument "'a. 
des igned to measme the se lf perceptions of tow- and high-risk student and students 
diagnosed as LD enroHed in first-year FL courses regarding their academic skills and 
attitudes tO\\'ard FL learning. Their results indicated thnt low-risk students reported 
signjficantly h.i gher estimated FL grade_ than e irher the high-risl' srudents or the students 
identified as LD. Lovv-ri sk leamers expres~ ed more po itive mtitude~ about their 
language leam.ing skill s than either the students who were high-risk or ident.ifted a LD. 
The high-risk learners and students diagnosed as LD indicated that they perceived 
themseh es lacking the necessary ski lls to "m aster" a toreign language. All riu·ee groups 
expressed the same levels of positive attitudes about ,.va nting ro learn a foreign lnnguage. 
Therefore . Sparks. Gnnschow·. and Javorsky ( 1993) speculated that the l e~s po itiH~ 
percept ions of the high-risk and LD groups were the result of their signi tlcanrly weaker 
native language skil ls and FL aptitude. 
Ganschow and Sparks ( 1996) examined the re lationship berween the FL teachers · 
perceptions of high school students· FL academic skills and affecti equalities and their 
performance on measures o f native language skill and FL aptitude. f-L teachers· 
perceptions of students' FL academic skill s were generated from 168 student · FL skill s 
in the domains of listening. speaking, reading. and writing. The students ' affective 
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qua lities included factors such as motivnrion, att itude. and anxiety. Students were 
di ided into three categories. high. a\<erage. and lo"' groups. ba ' t'd on their scores 011 
each of the nati ve language and FL aptitude tes ts. Researchers then compared stud ems· 
scores to teachers· perceptions by group. The re ults ofth.is stud y revealed that teachers 
perceived students, who scored lower on the tes ting measures. as having weaker FL 
academic skills and Jess positive affective characteristics such as higher anx iety. Jov.er 
m o ti vation, and less positive attitude than students with stronger natin~ language skills 
and FL apti tude. 
Spark and Ganschow (1995) conducted another study on parents' perceptions of rheir 
ch ild's language abi lity. These resean:hers used an aurhoJ-clesigned self- repo1t 
in s trument that asked parents abou1 their child 's history of native language learning. A 
s urve_ instrument consisted of native language skil l. cognitive measures and Fl aptitude 
test and was ad ministered to 79 students enro lled in first-year high school FL courses. 
Based on . cores obta ined fi·om the parent questimmair~. students were di ft~rentiated into 
low-risk, average-risk and high-risk groups. Group differences o n the test battery were 
also considered for determ.ining group differentiation. There ults revealed group 
d ifferences for the low- and average-risk groups o,·er the high-ri sk group on all but o ne 
of the nati ve language. FL aptitude. and cogru ti ve mt>asures. The researchers condudc-d 
that the pre\ iously discuss ed swdies im·oh·ing students ·. reachers · and pnrenrs· 
pe rcepti\)llS of FL kaming provided empiri ce~ l suppmt for speculat i<,n that ntfectivc-
differences me the result ra ther th<lll the cause of FL learning problems. and that langu[lge 
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aptitude differences accoum for dit1e rences in FL learning ( parks. 1995n: parks & 
Ganschow. 1991. 1993b. 1995a). 
cientific research has repeatedly demonstrated thm certain emotions can signiticamly 
a lter an individual's cogniti e and physical levels of pertomwnce. Regarding hlngungL' 
lea rning. Krashen's Affective filter Hypothes is posits that emotions such n morh·arion. 
self-confidence. and one's leYel of nnxier. function as a "filter" bet ween the speak~r anll 
the lis tener. The theory maintains that emotions can negatively impact the process of 
learning a second language by reducing the amount of language input the listener i: able 
ro understand. Therefore. etTective language instruction should occur vvithin a learning 
environment th<H lowers the affecti ve tilter (lower anxiety) b) minimizing lht' dtects l) f 
these emotions. 
l. nder. tnnding the implil:ution L)f Krnshen 's Theor) . Gan:\chov. and ~nl league!'> ( 1 9()~ l 
ir,,·es rigated the relation hip betv:een FL aptitude and natiw language skills and nnxiety 
among 36 low-. moderLlte -. and high-anx iou~ college FL lcamers. Pmticipants V<t' re 
grouped by cores on the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety cale (Horwitz. Horv•i rz. 
& Cope 1 986). Tht· results indicated signiticant group difference. by anx.iety lew! on 
measures of nati,·e language phonology 1 orthography. O\'t>rall read ing. oral language. and 
FL aptitu <..k. 1 o signitkant dit1erem.:es were found, hov.ever. berv.een the three group 
on na tiYe language semantic and short-term verbal memory mea ures. 
This study \\'as replicated two years !mer with J 54 postsecondar') students ( JHnscho'' 
& Sparks. 1996). The researchers found the same re ults. Bur. there vvere signiticant 
I~ 
group differences by anxiety level on mensures of nati ve language phonology I 
orthograph_. o,·erall reading, oral language. and FL aptitude. Again. there \\ere no 
signi ficanr differences fow1d among rhe three groups on native language semantic and 
shon-term verbal memory measure (Ganschow & parks. 1996). parks. Ganscho\\. 
Artzer, iebenhar, and Plageman ( 1997) found that students with lower le vel of anxiety 
about FL lemning. stronger native language shlls. and gre:Her FL aptitude scored 
signiticnntly higher on measure offl proficiency thnn students v•ith higher le\'e ls or 
anxiet) about FL leaming. lo""er nati\ e language skills. and k ss FL aptitude. 
' tudies on botJ1 ora l and wrinen proticienc) len·l ha,·e been conducted in order to 
nscen ain the range of effects tJ1at these speci tic nati' c' language ski li s can ha' c on the 
learning of n foreign language. Protlciency was detinecl by the American Council on the 
Teaching of F\)reign Languages ( ACTFL) as ··what an inc!i\ id ual may and cannot du 
[within an fLJ. regard less ofwhere. when. or how the language has been learned or 
acq uired'" (ACTFL l 989). Sparks, Ganschovv. Artzer. Siebenhar. et al.. J 997) conduc ted 
two experiments in one study to investigate the dit1erences in native language skill and 
FL aptitude among two groups of high. chool students (n = 60. n = 36 enrol leu in tbe ir 
second n:-a r of fl stud\. The students in borh experimc>nts were divided into three 
. -
group!'. high-. m erage-. and lo'' -proticienc~ gmur based upon their ·con~ · ot' \Hirten 
and or[! I fl proticiency meastJreg. All proficiency mea. ure were de_ igned in 
accordance '" ith the ACTFL guidelines and ""ere administered and scored by rra ined 
evaluCHors. The results of both experiments revealed di ffe rences arnong the three 
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proficiency groups on the native language and FL aptitude measures. The notnble 
differences were between high- and lm\ -profi cienc~ FL learners. According tn 
researchers. the results of the srud ies supp0rted the LCDH. in tha t nariw langu:lge sk ill 
and FL aptitude differences were> fo und among studems who c'X l1.ibited ditYerc·nt k\·d : of 
ora l and written profic iency in a foreign language (Sparks. Ganschow. Anzer. iebenhar. 
et a l. 1997). 
In a similar study. researchers (Sparks. Ganschow, Patton, et al. 1997) examined rhe 
best predictors of overall oral and ~;vr i nen proficiency in a t()l'eign language among t\\ O 
groups of high school students (n = 60. n == 36) completing their second year of fL s tudy. 
Stude nts were divided into high-. nwr:1~e-. tu1d low-, protkiency groups. The re.'ults 
revealed that end-of-tirst-year FL grade and fl word recognition (a phonological 
OJthographic measure) were the best predictors of overall \Hitt~n and oral FL proticienc~ . 
According to researchers, the results reintorced their notion that basic language skil ls 
serve as the foundmion fo r FL leaming. Additional support for the ro le of nati\ e 
lang uage skill s nncl fL learning can be found in the research of Olshtain. Sholwmy. 
Kemp. and Chatl>\\ 's ( 1990) \\ho maintain that academic protidenc) in StuLknrs · tirst 
language plays the most important role in predicting success in fL learning in the 
classroom. Koda (1992) reported the lower level verbal processing skills (e.g .. '' ord 
recognition) were important for FL proficiency (Ganschow. Sparks. & Javorsky. !998 ). 
There are also several factor analysis studies that suppo1  the unde1vinnings of the 
LC DH. In one study. Gcmschow. Sparks. Pntton. and Jn,·or. ky ( 199:2) adm inistered n 
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banery of native language measures and an FL aptitude test to 80 high- and lo\v-risk fL 
learner and students identified as LD. The results ofthe study indicated thrt:e facto r as 
important: Phonology I Syntax. FL aptitude, and Cognition I Semantic . 
parks. et al ( 1995) u eel factor anal) ·is toe aluate the difference bet,,een t\YO high 
school's panicipanr in foreign language progress. Participanrs from one ~ chool included 
154 ninth- ami tenth-grude female stutlenrs while the other schoo ls pa11icipnms · '"'en~ 
comprised of a class of 100 co-ed ninth graders. Borh groups were administered n batter~ 
of native language measures and an FL apti tude te ·t designed to predict FL grade 
(Ganschow. :parks. & Javorsky. 1998). Once again. rhe results re,·ealed the emergence 
of a tlu·ee-factor solution which the authors labeled Phonology I O t1hogmphy. FL 
Aptitude and Cognition I Semantics. This study was slightly different ti·om the 
afo rementioned facto r analysis study in that the authors replaced the factor label of 
Phonology I yntax (word order) -.,vi th Phonology and I Onhography meaning that the 
stud) <.lid nor include measures ofsynrax. but rather measures penaining rn the 
k.nov. ledge of pelling rules. According to researchers. all three tncrvrs cont rihuted 
signiti<.:antly to the ve:u·iance in FL grnck (, parks. et al.. 1995). 
ln a third factor ana lytic study. parks nnd Ganschow ( 1998) administered a tesr 
battery to 96 students which wa designed to predict oral and written FL proficiency. 
Lang uage Memory. Phonological Recording. and pelling I Word Recognition emerged 
as a th.ree"-fac.:tor ~olurion. The results indicated that the largest portion oh·ariance '' as in 
FL proficiency resulting ti·om The Language I Memory and Phonological Recording 
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factors. The amhors indica red thai. these were the only rvvo fac to rs which contribu ted 
significantl y ro tb~ variance in overal l FL profi ciency. The aut!Jors hypothesized tl1at the 
Language I Memory component in thi s tud y was similar to the Meanjng and Cogn_ition ' 
Semantics factors in their two previous studie s. They also hypothes ized that the 
Phonological Recording and Spelling I Word R ecognition factors (a factor compo ·ed of 
onl y native language phonological I orthographic measures) in thi s rudy 'vere very 
s inlila r to the Phonology I ynmx and Phonology I Orthography facto rs in rhe two 
previously-mentioned factor-ana ly is studies (Ganscho\\ , parks . & Javorsky. 1998). 
The authors also maintained that, although rhe Phonological Recording tacror vvas 
represented by meas ures of phonology I orthography. these measures comprised t~lsk ro 
which the students had infrequent exposure (e.g., low-frequency words. unfamiliar 
words. pseLtdowMcls, FL words ). 
The authors of rhe three-t:1ctor anal ytic studies concluded that all component s of 
lan g uage, in c1uding ski Us in phonology I orthograph y-a "Iov,·er leve l' ' language skill - arc.' 
critical for bo th oral and w rirren f'L proficiency. The im portance of lower levellanguJge 
skill s is refl ected in the underpinnings ofCummin' ~ theory of lang uage type and function 
(e.g., Bas ic interpersona l Langunge Ski lls o r (BJ CS) and Cognitive Academic Language 
Proficiency or (C ALP). A br ief dis(.; ussion of these concepts (BI CS and CALPJ will be 
provided in the beginning of Chapter 5. 
Prior ro the 1980s. research in le<u·ning dis3biliri es and FL leam_ing ' ' as nor on I) scant. 
bur included a broad range of s tudies rhat focused o n the ackl1o\vledgement of1he 
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problem rather than on the suspected etiology or the specific skill s deticits. The sheer 
novelty and lack of research in this particular t1eld made it very difficult to tormulate a 
hypothesis or a generalization in tJ1e direction of improvement for at-risk FL learners. lt 
was not until the plethora of investiga tional efforts by Gan chow and Sparks in the late 
1980s that the actua l findings of these . tudies could be used for purposes of educational 
imp.ro\·ement fl) l' learner~ ""ho are ar ri :-.J.. and ic.lentitied as LD. 8) the earl) to micl-
1990s. etiological pattern began to emerge f rom rhese studies \Vh ich allowed researchers 
(Ganschow & Sparks) to expand their focu · to investigations designed to detennine more 
appropriate and successful instructional methods tor at-risk fL leamers. 
There was nO'v\ sufticient evidence to sub ' tcmtiate the researchers· hypothesis--that at-
risk FL students have particular difficulties with the phonological / orthographic and 
syntactic code. of language-- and to employ the use of a teaching methodology that had 
proven to be successful in working wiLh students w11o had native language learning 
difficulties .in these same a reas. the Orton-G illingham method for teaching reading a11d 
spelling (Gillingham & Still man, 1960). To test rheir hypothesis. researchers located t\,v'O 
FL teachers at pri vate high schools who had learned the Orton-Gill ingham mdhlK'I in 
Englis h and adapted ir nccordingly fo r teaching Spanish ro their students wirh identified 
language problems (GansebO'v\. Spark . & Jan)l'sky. p. :25:2). 
The Orton-Gill ingham m ethod is a special instructional approach for the reaching of 
language. Jt ill\ olve. act ion-orientr::>d teaching se~ ·ions rhat begin with the most basic 
elements of language. the sound-symbol system. and then proceeds to more complex and 
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intricate rule-based srrucrmes. For example, students would be(Tin reaclino and writ in()' 
t= t: c-
the initia l sounds of the target language in iso lation. This would allow them the 
opp011tmity to learn the bas ic sounds of incliv iclualleners and the distinct sounds that only 
re ult ti·om spec iti c sequential letter groupings (e.g .. consonant blending. diphth t)ng -.and 
tripthong ). This increases the incli,·idu[!J' exposure time to the target sotmd-symbol 
system. _ umerous studies in readjng research indicate that children vdth learning 
disabilitie require significantly more exposure time in order to leam a sin!lle ';vord thnn 
children without learning disabilities. The Orton-Gillingham m etl1od is structured. 
sequentiaL and cumulative and, it employs the use of a simultaneous multisensory input 
channel system. According to resemchers. this method em phasiz e::; "cracking" the 
language code ,·ia a structured. multisensory approach in which the students 
·imtll taneousl) heaJ', sec, and V\ rite sound:-; I symbols and are directly taught rules for 
word endings. \\·ord order, subject-verb agreement. and declensions. The teaching of 
these principle involves carc::· tl.d sequencing of materials. controlled pacing. board d ri ll 
tl ash cards. ami integration of reading. speiling, and writing activities (Ganschow, 
Sparks. & Jm orsky. p. 252). 
Researchers conducted n se ri es of four studies to rest the efficiency of the Orton-
Gi ll ingham approach. Their find ings suggested (Ga.nscl:Jo-.v. & Sparks. & Javor ky. 
1998) that di rect reaching of the sound and sow1d-symbol system of the FL significant!) 
improve. both the::' FL aptitude (on the MLA T) and the native language 'LHtnd and sound-
ymbo l performance of at-risk FL learners (0nnschow & Sparks. 1995: Sparks 8:. 
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Ganschow. 1993a: Sparks, Ganschow. Artzer , & Patton. I <J97: Sparks. Ganschow, 
Po hlman. Artzer, & Skinner. L 992). The tind .ings of another longitudinal study (Sparks. 
Artzer. et a! .. 1998) indicated thar direct teaching of the sound a nd sound-symbol sys tem 
of the fL is effective in b e lpi11g at-risk FL learners become as proticic-nt rts 11()Hll-ri s k FL 
learners in read ing, \\-Ti1ing . spe ll ing. and li s tening ton foreign language after 2 yen rs o f 
study . 
The Ot1on-Gilli ngham method has generated st1pport to be a potentially effective 
approach for the teaching of languages other than Spanish. In one study. on Latin for 
example. S parks. Ganscho'"'·· Fluhan y. and Little (1996) reported that student idenl ifiecl 
as LD made signiticant progress in both FL nptitude (on the MLA T) and native language 
sound-symbol system when taught the Latin sound-symbol system. Schneider ( 1997) 
co nducted a pilot study in which she adapted the Orton-Gi llingham approach into 
German and developed materials to reach reading. writing. spelling. and listening to at-
ri sk s tudents. Thus. researc hers concluded that tlu · approach ha · r>otential efkcti v~n c'Ss 
in rhat language also. 
S parks and colleague::; research strongly suggests that Jingnosticians usc an ev~~ luation 
procedure that is comprehens ive in nature for students with suspected fL learning 
problems (Ganschow & Sparks. 199.3:. parks . 1995: Sp<.u·ks & Gan chO\\ , 1993c: Sp:.~rJ...:­
& Ganschow. & Javorsky. 1992). They concluded that this procedure should include the 
follovo~ing four criteria: (a) a review of the student' s de elopmental history: (b) a review 
of th e student's academic learning history witl1 focus on the native language: (c) a rev iew 
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of the student 's FL learning history: and (d) the administration of standardized measmes 
of native language skill in the domains of read in g. phonological I orthographic 
processing. grammar. spelling, writ ing, vocabulary. and oral languages. They suggested 
that a standarJ measure offL aptitut.le be administered as v.ell (e.g .. the MLAT. the 
Pimslem Language Aptitude Battery tPLABj). In addition. the researchers also 
suggested that during the evaluation process assessment personnel shou.ld focus on 
detennination of whether or not there is a histor of documented accounts of and currenr 
dit1iculties witb native language learning. A ·sessment personnel should also tocus on 
an y evidence of past fa ilure in or current difficult ies \\'ith fl courses. The research 
consistent!) uggests that diagnostic test resu lts for indiv idual:; w ith leaming diftlculties 
enrolled in FL courses should revefl l either overt or subtle difficulties in specitic dom ains 
of native language learning. These domains include rhe phonological / orthographic. 
syntactic, and I or semantic areas and low FL aptitude as indicated by the MLAT. 
Finally. researchers ma inta in that students' records should clearly jndicate grades that are 
well below average or fai ling (e.g:., D's and F's). 
Researchers assett that uni versities and co ll eges should exercise caution when 
granti11g cow-se FL substitutions or waivers ro indi viduals with diagnosed leaning 
disabilities. There are some co lleges and un ivers ities that have reported to allo"r 
subs titutions and waivers for the fL requi rement based solely on the diagnosis of LD. 
Sparks. Phil ips. and Ganschov,· ( 1996) reporteu that less than half of the students who 
petiti oned for either a comse substit ution or waiver met the minimum requirement fo r the 
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diagnosis of LD. Researchers maintain that mul tiple factors should be taken into 
consideration before granting either a course substitution or a waiver for the FL co urse' 
requirement. Neither the diagnoses of a leaTning disability nor the failure ora FL cour--t: 
a lone should be the bas is for this decision. Researchers caution that :1 student"!:> scmc' on 
the MLA T should not be used as the sole criterion in determining whether or nor a 
student should enroll or withdraw for an FL cours~. Additionnll). it is not recomme-nded 
that a discrepancy between a student's lQ and his or her score on the MLA T as either the 
basis t{)r a diagnosi. of L D or ;m ind ica tor of a studenr·s inabi I it) to learn a t()reign 
language. Researchers suggest that a decision or this narure \\ Ould prove to be 
psychomc:tric<l lly and theoretical!) ··unsound·· because both the MLAT and IQ tests are 
aprin1de rests {Ganschow. Sparks. & Javorsky. I 998). 
GanschOVI. park ·. and Javorsky ( 1998) recommended that when the pol icy of a 
universi ty permits a \\'ai,·er or course suhst itution ofthe FL req uirement. then 'eritinble 
infonnarion documenting learning Jiniculries in the nmi,·e language und tht' t(H·dgn 
language should be ' eritied. The~ caution thm an um-eritinble history of learning 
di tticul ties should nor be used as the b~1s i s to r f L course subst i ruti on · or cliagnos~s fi >r 
learning difticul rie ~ . The st udem ''ho reques ts either the cour e ubstitution or the 
c-xemption should present a veritiable and rece nt testing record by a qualitied member of 
the assessment ream. The tudenr should also m eet the cuiTentJ~· accepted criteria fo r the 
diagnosis ofa learning disability. fn addition. Ganschow. parks. and Ja, orsk) ( 1998 ) 
mainta in that a record of withdrawal or difticulty from previou fo reign language cow-ses 
,.., 
__ ) 
should not qualify as valid criteria for the diagnosis of a learning disabilit\'. In teacl. tht:!,. 
. . 
stm~d that it is important for the student to ha e open HJ1cl honest conunun i~:;<Hion with the 
ins tructor regarding the student' s dif:tlculties and the potential need for add itiona l 
instruction ur tutoring. F urt hermore. they emphasize the i tn j)OJ1<.mce of takino advantnue 
e c 
of any classroom accommodations offered. l f the sntdeufs difficu lty srill per ists. the 
st udent should consider retak ing the fi rst seme. ter course of the sam e language the 
student srudied in high school ar the college level. 
Accord ing to Stern ( 1983). umil recen tl y, teaching the sou nd-:-;ym bol (plh111()1(1gic~ll 
onhographic) nnd grammatical rule systems was an integral componenr of most FL 
reach ing approaches. Tn the last tv\l) decades. hO\·ve\ er, Ill\b t FL educators hm e ndop1ed 
rhe teadung of a fo reign language tlu·ough ' ·natural communications .. approaches to 
learning. These p<lrticulnr approa...:h~s emphas ize th~ contextua l HJ1d meaning aspec ts of 
FL learning and deemphas ize the teaching of the smmd. sound-symbol. and grammatical 
rule y. tems (Omuggio. 1986). , parks c.>t aL ( 1995) maintain that natural 
communications approaches to FL reaching nre similar ro the \Vho le language approaches 
used in the native language education. Gansl:h ow, Sparks, and Javorsky ( 1998) reported 
t11e fo llowing: 
Research evidence has failed to demonstrate t11at wbok language approacht's to 
Jileracy are more effective than orh er approaches to the teaching of reading and 
w rit in2: funhermore, the bnsic tenets ofw·hole language methods of reaching read ing 
(e.g .. ;tudcnts learn to read .. narura lly, .. i n th~ same "·ay rhnr they learn ro sp~.:a k. ) h~1, ·~ 
been found to be demonstrabl) fal se ( ti·om Adams & Bruck, 199 3: F oomH1Jl. 1995 : 
Libenn an & Liberman. 1990: Stahl & Kuhn. 1995: Ve llutino. 1991 ). L ikeV'i ~e . FL 
ed ucators ha,·e not ~eneratecf e,·idence demonstrating that natu ral communicmions 
m crhodologics nr<: ,;ore ctl\.:ctivl' in teachi ng th~ written ·~nd ora l aspects ot' an f-'T 
than are other methodologies (e.g .. the audio lingualmethod ). Rather. studie seem to 
indicate that f? r poor FL learners. direct teaching of the phonological / onhographic 
(and grammatical rule) system i essential (p. :253). 
Tn 1986. the tirst language proticicncy guide lines w~rc: published by rhc mcricnn 
Council for the Te;1l.:h ing of Foreign Language (!\CTFL l li.)l' each ofrhe four langu~1ge 
~ki ll s: reading. writing. sp~.·nking <:Jnd listening. rhc de,·c10pmcnt of the AC 1 FL 
Guidelines was based on data col lected from years orora1te ting in go\ernmentnl 
i n~ritmions and from the dc_criptions of l:1ngu~1gc proiicicncy u s~.·d b~ l nteragcnc~ 
Language Roundtab le (fLR). These Guidelines \\ere deve loped to r the use in m:ademia 
in the United States and arc cun·cntl) used as the standards n a metri c again 1 \\'h ieh to 
mea ure learners· overall functional competency level in four di ITerent skill areas. 
read ing. writing. speaking and liskning. The ACTFL Guidelines establi sh four major 
pro liciency le"el · with descript ions of each. These levels include: 1o,·ice. Intermediate. 
,L'Hh·rmccd nnd . 'upcrior. There is a low. medium and high range tl.1r the first J Incl." M . 
prl)liciency {e.g .. :.:o, icc. ln termelliate and /\d' anced) lor each of the major _kill nre::t 
(e.g .. rendi ng. writing. speaking anJ listening) with description_ of each. The follo\\·ing 
de. cri ptions reprt's~n l the lin guistic chamcteris tics oftypical . ovice le el second 
language lcnr11crs and lend further support tor this particular srudy 
{ h t t p:llv.:v, \\·.act tl training. orglact 11_ cerri licate/act tl_ norice.cli11. 20 1 0 ACTFL): 
• .. Speaker-: at the ovice Mid level communica te minimally and wi th di fficu lty b~ 
using a number of isolated '"ord and mt:morized phra es limi ted b) the· pnrticular 
context in which the langunge has been learned. When responding to direct 
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que lions. they may utter only rwo or three words at a time or an occasion,, I ' lOL:k 
ans\\ er. They pause frequent!:, a::. the. search tor simple vocabulary or at tempt to 
recycle their own an d their inrerlocutor' word .. Because of hesitation . lack of 
ocabular). inaccuracy. or t~1i l ure 10 respond appropriately. O\ ice v1itl sp~ah.er::-. 
may be understood with great ditlicul ty even by sympathetic imerloc utor-
accustnmcd to dea li ng with non-nat ives. When cal h:d on to h<:mdle topil.:s by 
performing functi ons associated with rhe lnrcnned iate level. they frequent! ~ reso rt 
to repeti tiun. ' ' on.ls ti·nm their nati\ e language. or silence. 
• V.Jriter-; at the . '0\ ice Mid level are ab le to cop) or transc ribe t~nniliar \\ orus or 
phrases. and n.:produce ti·om memory a modest number of iso lated wonb nnu 
phrase · in context. They can supply li m ited informat ion on simple forms and 
documents. and othe r basic biogrnphical in formm ion. such as names. num bers. 
nnd nationa lity. Novice Mid writers e.\hibi t a high degree o f accuracy \\'hen 
writing on well-practiced, fami liar to pics using limited formul aic langungc. Wi th 
Jess familiar topics. there is a marked decrease in acctJracy. En ors in spelling or in 
the representation of symbols may be frequent. There is little evidence of 
fl.mctionnl \.\riting sh.ill s. /\t this le\e l. the writi ng ma~ be d ifficul t to understand 
even by those accustomed to reading the rc:-:t!-> ol' non-nati,·cs. 
f i s t enn~ ~1rc able to understand some short. learned utterances. partit:ularl) "'here 
context trongl) supports understanding and speech is clearly audible. 
Comprdh.'ncL some words and plu·ases from simple qut!s tions. tate-men!!-. bigh-
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frequency commands and courtesy fo rmulae about topics that refer 10 ba ·ic 
personal info rmation or the .immediate physical setting. Th~ l i slen~r requires long 
pauses fo r •~ssimi l a tion and period i~n ll y reque ·rs repetitio n and.'or a lower ra te of 
spet't:h 
• R~aders are able to recognize the symbol · of an alphabetic and/or syllabic writ ing 
system and/or a I i m i ted number of characters in a system that u e characte rs. I h~ 
reader can identify an increasing number or highl y contextual izecl \\'Orcls and/or 
phrases including cognates and borrowed words. where appropriate. Mate ri a l 
understood rarely exceeds a single phrase at a time. and re reading may be 
required·· http://www.actfl t ra ining .org/acttl_ec rtificnte/nc ttl_noYic~.cfm . p. l ). 
Furthl:llllOre. s 'cond lang uage learners at the O\' iC\: k:\'CI of proficiency: 
• Understand short. s imple nmTat ives. s to ry lines. anJ /or e \ ents: variety or ""ords 
and e. pressiuns on titmiliar topics 
• Demonstrate increased comprehension when accompanied by visuals and context 
cl ues 
• U c background experience and pc:r onal knowl cdg.~ to anticipate tory di rect io n 
in high ! ~ predictable text 
• Rei) hen' ily on , ·is ua l ·and tamil iar bnguage tn assi t comprehension 
The:' development of word decod ing speed <:md accuracy (automaticity) of key 
vocabular) words and p11Ia es via , ·ocabulary fl ashcards clearly supports rhe linguistic 
needs of \wice k\ cl lea rne rs a descri bed h~ the 20 I () t\CTFL Pro fi ciency Le\ els. For 
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example, Novice len~! readers demonstrate increased comprehen ion when accompanied 
by visuals and context. The picture. and tl1e key words and plu·ases on the tlashc<lrds 
ser e as visual prompts. The use oftlashcards ro develop increa ed word decoding peed 
and <:'lcc uracy (automaticity) also euham:es the learnel''s background experience to 
facilitate the readers ' ability to anticipate story direction in highly predicwble texts. 
F urthermore. the development of automaticity via flashcards helps to satisfy . ovice 
readers ' heavily reliance on visuals and fami liar text to assist with comprehension 
StHtemcnt of the P•·oblcm 
As postsecondary admission requirements and enrollments steadily increase. so too 
do~s the need tor secondary institution to prepare all students to meet those demands. 
This preparation must a lso include the greater number of students with learning 
di sabilities '' ho are seeking to gain entrance into pos[secondar. institutions. More states 
ba e n ow added fL swdy to thei r grovving list of public education secondary cuniculum 
requirements (Ganschow. Myer, & Roeger, J 989: Ganschow & park . 1987). The 
research presenred in this paper has documented a con. istenr pattern of difficulties \;\,'ith 
the phonological I orthographic aspects (e.g .. word recognition) of language tor students 
with learnino difticulti es enro lled in f L studY. Based on the re, ·iew of the literature ~ . 
however. this patticular instructional imervenrjon (e.g .. the de,·elopment ofrapicl word 
recogni tion via tlashcards) has never been applied to students ,.virh learning di:;nbilities 
enrolled in FL studv. Therefore, there is suftic ient evidence to suggest a need to appl ~ · 
this ins tntc1ional approach to students with le:1 rning disabilities em olled in FL srudy. 
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Two our ofthree of the secondary graduation plans currently in place in Texa public 
chools require a minimLU11 oftwo <.:onset:ut ivc:- years ofFL stud y (TEA \\'cbsi te 
http:// www.tea.state.t:'\ .us/graduation.aspx ). House Bill J (HB 3). pa, secl in the ::!OO<) 
Texas Sratt' legislative session. detines the curricular requirements that student. mu~t 
satisfy for each plan of study in order to earn a high school diploma (TEA website 
http ://www. tea.state. tx. u /graduation.aspx). C urrently. there arc tlu·ee plans of stud , thm 
students may elect: the distinguished plan. the recommended plan and the minimum plan. 
tudents pa1ticipating in the distinguished plan must successful!. complete three 
consecut ive years, or 3 credits. of FL stud_. Stuclems participating in the recommended 
plan must su<:cessfuU y <:o mplete only two consecutive years. or 2 credits ofFL ·tudy, 
while snKienls pmticipMing in the minimum plan are exempt ti·om FL study altogether. 
According to HB 3. the minimum plan does req uire that students meet specific cri rcri~t 
befo re they can be allowed to elect the minimum plan of study (TEA website 
http://www.tea .state.tx. us/gradua rion.aspx) . Stucknts patticipating in the minimum plan 
mus t be 16) ears of age. have~ credits in math. sc ience. Engl ish. and social studies or 
have tailed the 9111 grade one or more times. Due to rbe nature and speciticit) of the 
above-mentioned criteria required by the minimum plan ofsmdy. the recommended plan 
more closely represents the generall:'dut:at.ion c urricular req ui r~ments that the maju rit) of 
all studen ts must meet in order to earn a high school diploma in the state of Texas. The 
recommended plan of study is therdore, considered as the defau lt plan by m<lllY puhl ic 
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school admini trators and counselor for the majority of students including tho e \\'irh 
. pecial needs and learning di sabititie~. 
The successful completion of the fl req uirement can be an enriching and rewarding 
experience for many students. It can, however. be a tremendous ly ditl'icu lt hurdle fl)J' 
others. fL study typically requires moderate to high levels of cognitive effort. The 
unfamiliar mech<'mics and the abundance of ne w tenninology require th~ simultaneous 
use of a very diver. e range of cognitive resources. According 10 Pert'eni and Hogabnam 
( 1975). tbe attenriona l resources required to successfully perti.)Jm thc:-;e L:ogniti\i~ ra :-.1-..s 
mr:~y be more limited in range for some students. Their hypothes is posits thar 
inefficiencies in lower-level decoding processes (e.g .. wonl recognirion) will take an 
excessive share of the attentional resources that are nonnally needed for higher-level 
sk ills (e.g .. tl uenc.:y and comprehension) and wi ll thus produce less efficiem 
comprehension. This limitation of attentiona l resources as proposed by Pertetti and 
H ogaboam ( J 975) may create a situation in wbicb the student is s imply overwhelm~d and 
reaches his/her ceiling of frustration at a much quicker rate (unpublished pilot study. 
S tager. 2008). As a result, some students ma,v find the routine FL task; new·Jy impo:-!->iblc 
to complete. This in tum can create a very unpleasant situation. the opposite ohd1a1 is 
intended. 
The present challenge is to find an instructional approach that helps all students to free 
up more of their an~ntiona l resources tor higher order tasks. Using tlashcards to d~\ elop 
automa ticity v.:irh key vocabulary 'vvords m::~y a ll O\\. students to devo te more of thei r 
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attentional resources for more complex. higher-order linguisti c tasks (e. !:! .. auditor\' 
.... . 
exercises and tasks im ·o.l ving the us~ of the use of bigb~r-nrd~:.' r JXOcessing ski tis ·uch as 
inte renci11g. prediction. etc ... ). lr may also he lp to incre3se student motivmion k vels by 
helping students to avo id the ir ceiling of frustration so quickly. T hus. using tlashcnrds to 
develop automatic ity w ith key vocabulary words may provide all sntdems ,;~.·irh the 
oppor1Lmit to cope more etlicient ly with routi ne FL task · and to reach higher It>\ e ls of 
learning (e .g .. increased reading comprehension). 
R esearch specific to the development 0f automaticity with key vocabulary word. and 
s tudents with leaming disab ili ties enrolled in FL study remains to be relatively limited : 
however, through extended research. the emergence of a potentia l methodology that 
seeks to increase the availa bility of artentiona l resources for rhese students v.:ould 
potentia lly prO\ ide all stuJent ' ith an nrpnrtuni ty to moid rheir ceiling of frustration so 
quick ly. and may al so provide them "'·irh an opportunity ro cope more efficieml) \\'ith the 
FL tasks at hand. l'sing :tJashcaJds to clev~ l op <llltnmaticity with key \ 'ocabulary word -. 
may aL o assist FL instructors to irnpro,·e the overRll quality of meeting the need of all 
leam ers . 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of u.sing fl flshcards ro de,elop 
automaticity with key vocabulary words and phn1ses in order to improve t1uency and 
reading comprehension ski ll s in Spanish. These effects were meusLu·ed through prl)grev, 
Jl 
monitoring via curriculum-based measures for all students who were emolled in a tir r 
and second-year high school panish cow·se. 
The growing demands to meet the challenges of a more o lobal econom\ have e . 
ultimately translated into a sharp increase in the rotaluumber of rudems enrolled in 
foreign language srudy at both the secondary and post-secondary levels. Consequent ! ~. 
the: rota! number of students enrolled in foreign language study with leaming d isabi I it it''-
ha · a lso , hnrply increased. This sudden and drama ric increase ha created a unique and 
equal ly challenging situation tor hoth the teacher and the student. ··Researchers and 
practitioners in high school and higher education senings ha e become increasingly 
aware of the difticu lties students v. itl1 language leaming ditriculties encounter as the 
Jearn a foreign language .. (Sch11eider. !996. p. 3). In order to fully understand the present 
situatim1. it is necessary to close I) examine what re earch has identi tied a the t) pica! 
learning characteristics of students with lea rning disabilitie and rhe specific difticu lties 
e. perienced by these same learners in FL study as prev iously de~cribed on pages 2 to 22 
of thi s s tud). It is al so essential to proYide the reader with :1 brief histo rical description 
and the current definition of the term .. learning di sahilit~ ··as tound in the 2004 
lndi,·iduaL "irh Disabilities Educat ion Improvement Act (!DEJA 2004) Jegi-lation. 
Rc!'ca rch Qurstions 
T he research questions of the study'' ere o rganized imo t\-\'O sections. Section one 
t()(;used ()fl the rates of acquisition nt' autonwtici ry needed ti.) r the de\ elopment of 
automaticity and the difference in these rates fo r students with and witl1out rhe presence 
of a learning disabilities. Section two inquired about the Jelationship between the 
estab lishment of automaticity and reading comprehension. ct:tion tlu·ee focu ·ed on the• 
relation hip bet,veen automaticity and acquis ition/comprehension levels of a foreign 
lnnguage. The tolln\\'ing research questions gu ided th is s tudy: 
Section Onl' - Rate of Word Del'Odiug Ac(: ll nH'Y for Automaticity in Foreign 
Language 
I. What rme of word decoding accuracy (as measured by the CBM's) is ufficient for 
thee tablishment of automaticity of key words and plm1ses in Spanish? 
2. Are participants w ith learning disnbilities able to nchieve the same word decoding 
accun.H.:: rates v;i th ke) vocabulary anti phmses as their nonJ is:1bled 1 ecrs? 
3 . . t \\'hat word decoding accurncy rate (as measured b~ the rate of ncquisit ion taken 
from CB vfs> do p<uticipants \A-ith learning di s~1bilities demonstrate autommicit) nf l.; c:- ~ 
vocabulary v.'OI'ds and phrases in Spanish? 
Section Two- Rate of Word Decoding Accur·acy and Rc;lding Comprehension in 
For·eign Language 
-L What is the \\'Ord decoding accuracy rate needed on CBM's tor pmticipanrs "ho 
met the eligibility criteria for learning disabilities Lo achie,·e a passing score ( 70%) on 
end-of-uni t exams? 
Section Three- Relatio n hip between A uto maticity and Acquis ition/Comp•·eh en. ion 
L evels in Foreign Lang uage 
5. Wha1. ifnny. relationship exists between rhe achie,ement ofautomaticity and the 
acquisition of::~ foreign language (e.g .. panishl for pa11 icipants with a le~u·ning 
cl isabil i ty? 
6 . What impact did intc-rvenrion B ( tlashcards) hen e Ll ll participants· leH•I of 
comprehension 011 end-of-unit exams? 
Definition of Term 
Awommicitl is defined a. the t~1s 1. ac~urate. and efti.H·IIess ''"ord identi fication nr the 
·ingle \\Ord l en~! (Lerner & Kline. 2006). 
Foreignla11guuge fFL) aplitude. tor the purpose ofthis dissertation. is detined a 
one ·s basic propensity fo r len rning an FL in c lass room settings (rather than via 
immersion in the culture). Tbe majority of s tudies described herein measured FL aptitude 
using Carroll and Sapl)n·s ( J 959) Modern Llllguage Aptitude Test (MLAT). Resean.:her-; 
descri bed .\tlLA T as a test that measures FL apt itude Yia the administration of ti' e 
·ubtesrs found through tacror anal) tic studie to be important for FL learning: '\umber 
Learning. Phonetic Script. Spelling Cues. Wo rd, in entences. and Paired Associates. 
Fort!ign language ( F L) prt4iciency is ddined by The American Council on the 
Teaching of Foreign Language (ACTFL) as "'what an incli\'idual can and cannot do v;irh 
an FL. regardless or where. when, or how the kmguage has been team ed or acqui red .. 
ACTFL. I 989). 
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Grammmiml rs_l 'llrac.:ric) rull!.s nre defined as the mles thm goYem the syntax of 
l ~mguage such as vv0rtl order. subject1verb agreement. di[Jeren t pan s of speech and tht'ir 
functions (Gnnschovv. Sparks. & Javor ky. 1998). 
Languuy,t!-relclfl!d learning dimhiliry is detined a a learning disability in h.ill areas or 
o ral express ion. listening comprehension, written expression. basic reading skill. and 
reading comprehension (Texa. Education Agenc , 2007) . 
. \Jorphologica/ mle are detined as the rules that govern the use ofpre fixe·. infixes. 
· uLiixes. roots of words, indi vidual or combinations ofmorphemt'S anJ units of meaning 
( Bnlmuth. 1992). 
Yon-languugt! rela!ed ICJurninr,cliwhilil}' is detiJled a a lea rning disabilit) in ski ll 
area ofmmhematics calculations and mathematics reasoning ( fexas Education Agency. 
2007). 
Onhogmphy is detined ns the niles that govern one's language such as the permissible 
krter · and kttt·r sequences in \\'ords (Henry. 1988). 
Phonolo!!v is detined as an indiridual sound, or phonemes. nnd sequence ot' ~ 
phonemes that make! up words (Balmurh. 1991). 
Phonological all'areness is detined as the ability to identify and manipulate larger 
p~u1s of spoken language, ucb as v.ords. sylla ble . . nnd rhymes, as well as phL)nemes 
(Lerne r & Kline. 1006). 
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Phonological recoding facror" is defined as the ability to retlect on rhe sound-
symbol system ofrhe language: it includes such abi lities as reading low-fi"eq uency FL 
words. nati ve language pseudo words. and unfamiliar words by extrapolating the 
phonoJogicaJ'·rule .. f1·om more hmlilia r instances (G<1nschow. park' . & Javorsky. 1 99R). 
Phonologica!!Onhogrcrphic m les are defined as the rules that govern the ~ounds and 
their repr6ematinn bv le ne rs and letr~r sequc·nces in \\Ord ' ( J<tn ·chov •. . pHrb. & 
Javorsky. J l)9~). 
Rate (~j'1J'orcl decoding occtll'U(\'. for the purpose nf tlus dissertati nn. is defined a~ the 
percentage ()fwords a reader can decode correctly at lhe single word level for a given 
period of time (RasinskL 2004 ). 
Readi11g comprehension is defined as an active process that requires an inten tional and 
tho ughtfu l interaction between the reader and the text (Lerner & Kline .. 2006). 
Readingjluen(v is defined as the ability to read connected text rapidly, effortless ly 
and automatically (Hook & Jones. 200-k Meyer. 200'2: . ationul Rending Pan~l . 2000L 
.<>emamic mle.\ are defined as the n iles that govern the meaning a::.pects of langu::Jgc 
(Ganschow. parks. & Ja Msky. 199f0. 
s·;ght ,,·ords. otien referred to :1~ high-frequency \;v-orcls. are defined a words that 
beginning readers should instantly recognize-. Depending on the 1 ist of sighr v\'ords tlmt 
one uses. sight words represent 50% to 75% of a ll English rex.r. 
Specht! EJucmion is ddined as incli\ iduall~' plaru1ed specialized. inten ive. outcom e-
directed instruct ion. When prJcticed most effecti Yely and ethically. special educmion i ~ 
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also characterized by the systematic use of reseru·ch-based instruct ional method, . the 
application of which is guided by ti·equent measures of student performan~e·· (H c•v. nnl. 
2006). The term ··special education·· refers ro specially des igned instruction. at no cost 
to the parent(s). that meets the uniqut: nec.>ds of a chi ld with a di ·ability, including: 
A) instruction conducted in the classroom. in the 
home. in hospitals and institutions, and in other 
settings: and 
B) instruction in physical education (US Department of Education. ::?004. Sec. 
602). 
The Linguistic Coding Dftfi!rencl!.\ ff.l 'lJOf he.\ i., (LCD/I) is defi ned as the bel ier thm 
lcami ng diftic ul ties in the native language affect the learning of a foreign language <h 
first proposed b~· Ganschow and Sparks in 1989. R~searchers Leonore Ganschow nncl 
Richard Sparks pusir that students who exhibit FT. lc::nrning problems have lWCrt or - ubtk 
nat ive language learning difficult ies that affect their learning or a f oreign language. 
Thus, the primary facto rs in successful or unsucct:ss ful Fl learn ing arc thought to b~ 
lingui stic. not anecti ve (e.g .. low motivation or high anxiety). 
vl'ord decoding uccuraCJ'. for the purpose of this di sserration, is detincd as the number 
or words a reader can decode correctl y ar the s ingle \.\Ord level (R asinski. 2004). 
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CHAPTER II 
REV IEW OF Tf iE U TF.RAl l .. RF: 
Helation ·hip behveen Automaticity and R(•ading Comprehtnsion 
For the purpose of this disse rtation. it is essential to define automaticity, the fuc u of 
thi s study. within the context of both rectding fluency and reading comprehension. 
Automaticity is a term that is used in the fi e ld of reading to descri be rhe proces_ ot rap id. 
accura te '"·ord recognition at the single \\ord lev el (Lerner & K line. 2006). When primed 
words arc read within one second ( I s) of exposure time. their recognition becomes 
automatic (Tan & Nicholson. 1997). Automaticity is deti ned by Lerner and Kl ine (.:2 006) 
as the .. fast. accurate. and effo rtless word identification at the sing le v\·ord level" (p. 38.3 ). 
Reading fl uency is the "abil ity to read connec ted text rnpid l). eflo rtless l. and 
auromarica ll ~· .. t f-look & Joncs.1004; Ml.!yer. 2001: ationnl Reading Panel. 10001. 
Read ing comprehension is an .. ac tive process that requires an intent ional and thought ful 
in te raction be t\\'ccn the reader and the rc:xf· (Lerner & Kline. 2006. p. 388). The 
National Reading Panel reported that students. who read '"-'ith speed. accuracy. and p rop~r 
expression. arc more li kely to comprehend and r emember (reading comprehension l "' 'h::t £ 
they hn e read than students whose skill were inefficient in these domains. 
{htl'p://www.mll ionaJrcadingpancl.org/). ' J'herefo re, tbe effectiveness and efficiency o f 
reading fl uency and read ing comprehension may h inge upon the rate and aecurac) 
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(mnomaticity) at wltich students are able to recognize (decode) words at rhe single word 
level. 
In his program. Assessing Reading Fl uency. Rasinski (2004) provides reader"' wirh an 
excellent analogy fo r understanding the relationship that ~xists between tile conct:pts of 
automa ticity. reading flu ency and comprehension. He Yi ev;s reading tluency as a bridge 
between the two me~ or components of reading- word decoding (automaticity) and 
comprehension. At one e nd ofthis bridge, JJuency connects to automaticity in decod ing. 
At the other end. tluency connects to comprehension though prosody. or expre sh e 
interpretation. Automatici ty i, the fa 1. accurate. and effortl ess word identification at the 
sing le word level (Lerner. 2006 ). Automatic ity is tberefort' determined by the number of 
words the reader is ab le to decode correctl y at the single word level for a given period of 
time. The ··sunicit·nc. ··of these decoding rates is supp01ted by evidence from det:ades M 
nati e language informal re::1ding inventories (lRls) which used word decoding accuracy 
as a key measure for reading achievement (Johnson, Kress, & Pikulski 1987: Pikulski. 
1990 ). f uchs. Fuchs, & Deno ( 198.2) fmmd rhat the accuracy of words the reader can 
read conectly is a valid measUJe of reading proticienc . Ra inski (2004) reported thar 
various levels ofvvord decoding accuracy refl ected different levels (3) of reading 
profici ency. He found that readers v.ho achieved a v\urd de.:<)ding accun.JC) nHe in the 
97-1 00°'0 range " ·ere ab le to read the assessment text or other rex t o f similar difficulty 
witbour assistance. Their act:uracy of word decodi ng described the independem level of 
read ing performance. Readers wbo scored within the 90-96% range were able to read tht' 
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asse sment text or other text of similur difficu lty " ·ith some degree of assistance. Thei r 
perfotmm1ce described what Rasinski (~00-l ) refen·ecl to as the insnucrionalleve l. 
Readers who scored below 90% in \\Ord decoding accuracy r. pically round the 
asse sment text or other texts of similar difticulty roo challenging ro read. e'en ''ith 
ass is tonce. Their \\ Ord decodin!! accurac\· described the frustration Jc~,·e l ofreadin (_T 
...... .. :::-
perfonnance ( Rasin ki. 200-J. ). This di ssertation examined the effects of developing 
au tomaticity with key vocabulary words and phrases on rhe development of read ing 
tluem.:y aml comprehension skill s for students with learning disabilities enro lled in 
Spanish. 
·• [ f you don't ride a bike tast enough. you tall of[ Likewise. if the reader does no t 
recognize words quickly enough. the meaning wi ll be lost .. (Lyon. 1997. p. I). As 
previous ly stated. reading fluency is the abi lity to read connected text ra pidl y. effortl es~ l~ 
and automati cally" (lerner& Kline. 2006. p. 382). Harri. and Hodges (i 995)describe it 
as the freedom ti·om ""ord identification probkms that might binder comprehension . 
"Research suggests thnt reading tl uency is a hig hly dynamic process rhar requires n 
combination of accuracy and automaticity in word-recognition skiJ ls ,, or-k ing in tamkm 
with kJ1o"vledge about language syntn:'l: and prosod~ .. (Grabe. 200-J.: Kuhn 8:. Stahl. 200] : 
;\ationnl RenJing Panel. 2000'"). Samuel: (200:2) reported that the mosr important 
attribute ofre[lding t1uency is the abil ity ro perform tv,·o tasks simultaneously- the ability 
to iJ enti(y words automatically and comprehend te:-< t. Expens maintain that readers 
"mus t tir t ach ieve reading tluency ro make the bridge from word recognition to rend ing 
-W 
comprehension .. (Lerner & Kline. 1006, p.38:2). Therefore. neither reading 1luency nor 
reading comprehension (higher-level ski li s ) <.:an be adequate I y achieved withou t the 
development of rapid word recognition or automaticity. The relationship between peed 
and accuracy wi.th which single words arc identified is a .. key predictor of reading 
comprehen ion .. (Lerner & Kline. 2006, p. 383). It is widely accepted that although 
a utomaticity is not the only skill needed to develop adequate rates of reading fluency and 
com prehension. it is a critical component that mus t be learned before successi,·e skill 
can deve lop. TaguchL Gorsuch. and S<.lsamoto (2006) reported the tollM,.ing: 
Rapid and automatic lowt..:r-kvc l r~~1ding processing such as vvord recognit ion seems 
to b~ c..:ritical fo r successful reading comprehension. It is li ke ly. hov.e,·er thM efficient 
processing or such lovver-level skill s is not the sole t(nmdation or good reading 
comprehension. Background knowledge and higher-order comprehension skills. such 
as predicting. maki ng inferences and monitoring ongoing understanding also 
Ln11uen~:t' readers ' compr~h~nsion performance (e.g .. Anderson & Pearson. 198-L 
Carrell & Eisterho ld. 1983). Still. building automatic ity in 10'"-'er-level processes of 
reading is essentia l because it is unlikely that good readers lack '"ell-de,·eloped word 
recognition skil ls (p. 2) . 
When students de e lop a clear understanding of key vocabulary word or pluases at 
the single v;ord leveL rapid word recogni tion or automaticity can be achieved. This 
understanding is reflected in Chaprer I I 0. subchapter C (high school) of the Texas 
Essential ! n<w. l ~dge and Skill (TEKS) fo r English Language Arts . Th~ tollov.ring is an 
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excerpt fi·om Chapter 110, subchapter C 1 hi 2:h school) of the TEKS for Enol ish Lanouaue \ ~ e e e 
Arts: 
(b) Knowl~clge and ·ki lis. 
(I) Reading/Vocabulary Deve lopment. Snrdents understand new vocabul nn and 
1rsc ir when read ing and writing. Students are expected to: . 
(A) dete rmine rhe meanjng ofgrade-k'v~lt~dm ical academic Enn lish ~ ~ e 
words in multiple content areas (e.g .. science. mathematics. social s tud ies . 
the arts ) derived From Latin. Greek, or other linguistic roots and ufti;-.;es: 
(B) ana lyze tt: xtual context (' ithin a sentence and in larger sections oi 
text) to di s!ini!ui sh between 1he denotat ive and connotnti ,·e rm:ani n!.!S or 
~ ~ 
words: 
(C) produce analogies that de ·cribe a function of an object or its 
descri ption: 
(D) describe rhe origins and meanings of foreign wo rds or phrases used 
ti·eq uently in written English (e.g., mveot emptor. carte blanche. Ide a 
tete, pas de deux, hon appelil. quid prn quo): and 
(E) use a dictionary. a glossnr .. . or a thesaurus (printed or elect ronic ) tn 
determine or confirm the meanings oh,nrds and phrns~s. includ ing their 
connotat io ns and denotation...;. and their et: rno l og~ . 
(http:/ / ritter. rea.srate.rx. us/rule. /tac/chapter 1 I 0/cb 1 I Oc. hrm l) . 
When v.ord me:llling i clear. stud~nts can deve lop the literacy sk ill s necessar~ 10 meet 
the crit eri a in the TCKS for successtl.l l reading aJld v\Titi11g proficiencies. Ambiguous 
,,vorcls and phrases however, \Vill never p~rmit the development of the skill s necessary 
(e.g .. mpicl word recogn ition to lluency) ro m eet tbe criteria of these reading and writing 
requirements. 
A ltl1oug h the research in automaticity and fL study fo r students w ith LD is limited 
and the use of the term ··a utomaticity" ' is pract ica lly nonex istent throughout tht• relarc·cl 
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reading literature, there is evidence lo support the use of a seemingly synonymous tenn ro 
nutomaricity, ··word recognition: · ~lord recognition is repeatedly used by re earchers in 
the FL literature to desc ri be one·s abilit_ to recog.nize rhe meaning of a \NOrd. ln two 
related srud.ies. parks . Ganscho~. Arrzer. and Patton (I 997) examined best predictors of 
overall oral and v ritten proficiency among two groups of high school students who were 
completing their second year ofFL study and found that end-of-tirst-ycar FL grade and 
FL word recognition (automaticity) were the best predictors of .fL proficiency (in 
Jtlnschcn". Sp[lrk~. Javors k. , l99S. p. 25 l ). 
Levy. Abel lo. and Lysynchuk {!997) and Tan & Nicholson (I 997) suggested tha t 
·'s ing le v.ord training does let1d to improved decoding peed in isoJ[Ited words und in 
coru1ecred texr. and also improved reading comprehension .. (Taguchi. Gorsuch. & 
. 'asamoto. 2006. p. 7). Prior studies by Fleisher. Jenkins. & Pany ( 1979) and Spring. 
B lunden. & Gmheral ( 198 1) fo und that "word recognition training signiJicantly enhanced 
s ing le word de<.:ncling speed. but there were no concomitant gains in reading 
comprehension .. (Taguchi. Gorsuch. & Sasamoto, 2006. p. 7). ·' s ing more intensive 
tra ining and learner-appropriate level test pas ages,'' Levy. Abello. & Lysynchuk ( I 997) 
and Tan & 1 icholson ( 1997) rep li cated the init ial studies by Fleisher et al. ( 1979) and 
fo und rhat "automatic word re<.:ognition skills ~·eem rn be associ<Hed with better 
comprehension" (T3guchi. Gorsuch. & Sasam oro. 2006. p. 7). ··There has been no 
research to dare that has shown a causal relationship between improved v.ord recognition 
ski lls and enhanced reading comprehension .. (Taguchi. Gorsuch, & Sasamoto. 2006. P· 7 
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in Fukkink. Hulstijn. & Simis. 1005: Taguchi and Gorsuch, 2002: Taguchi. Takayasu-
Man ·s. & Gorsuch. 2004 ). 
Quire often, students with lenrning disa bilities enrolled in foreign lrlnguage cour e · 
s truggle and tind them difficult to complete (Arrit'S. 1999; Schwarz, 1997). Equ~lll y 
difficu lt for the teacher of students "'·irh .learn ing disabilities is finding an instrucrion<'l l 
approal.:h ami/or me1hodology that meets the student's net'ds and still manages to achit've 
the fund::unental goals of tl1e foreign language program. Therefore. when planning and 
implemettting lessons for students with a learning disability, it is paramount that 
instructors understand and incorporate what research has identi fied as .. best practices·· 
in c luding automaticity. 
Ca tegorie of Research for S tudents with LD and FL Study 
A thorough re\ iev.: of the literature indicated that the ··bulk .. ofthe research reg:.m.ling 
students wirh a learning clisabiliry and foreign language learning can be classified into 
thre~ main categories. n1e first examines the linguistic ··phenotype .. or observed learning 
characteristics of sn1dents with a learning disability in the foreign language em·ironment. 
Thi s includes observable difficulties with the phonologica l and OJihograpllical aspec t ' of 
rhe target language (e.g., discrimi nation of sounds and syllables. and spel ling/word 
recognition). Studies in this domain have consistently indkated that students \\ ith a 
1eamin!.! cli sabilitv enrolled in i~xeign language study experience similar phonological and 
~ . 
urth ographic patterns of difficulties as nati ve language learners v.-ith a learning disabilit) . 
The second ca tegory of research focuses on the suspected rnn ue of etiolouicn 1/c(lusn l 
e -
facto rs of foreign language learning difficulties. This include!' a widely ·upported theor) 
rhat posits that dit1iculties with the target language stem from initial difficulties \\'ith the 
nati\ e language and erves as the foundation for the Linguistic Coding Difterem:es 
Hypothesis (LCDH) proposed by parks. Gan chow. and Pohlman ( 1989). The 
hypOthesis maintains that language difticu1ties in rhe foreign language are typically the 
result of language difticult ies in the native language. The ~ork in this area reinforces the 
importance of undt·rs tanding nati ve language reauing research. 
The re:::earch in the previou categories is also essenrial for under tanding the research 
in the thi rd and perhaps must impo1tant CCltegory for educators , the 
instructionaL pedagog icnl approach. The plethora of unknov;ns in this mea of study 
reveals an ob' ious dearth in the literatur~ and clearly uppons the need for the 
de,·e lopment of more effective i11Structional approaches. Furthermore. future resenrch in 
this fi eld ~bould acknowledge previous findings and strive to target areas of id~nti ti ed 
linguisti c weakness such as those skill s relnted to automaticity. Taguchi. Gorsuch. and 
Sasanwto ( 2006) reported that lov.c:r-k' ~ I rroce~s ing. ski ll s arc' panicularl) nc:'eded l nr 
fo reign language renders due ro the ineniciency in these ki lls in the tbreign language. 
Curriculum-Based .\tleasurrment 
There i ,, \·venlth or evidence throughout the native-language read ing literature to 
suppMlthe use ofCurric ulum-Bnst'cl Measurement (CBMl as a va lid. reliable and 
efficient indicator of n s tudent 's academic competence. Knutson and Shinn (I 991) 
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defined Curriculum-Based Measurement (CI3M) a an assessment tool composed or a ~ et 
of standardized. specific procedures cles i g.n~d to quantit) studc:'nt performance in ha:-;il: 
academic skill s. Recently. Hintz \lntl ilberglirt (~005) defined BM a:; n wndard ized 
set of measurement techniques used to inde:x student [lcademit.: pertcnmance in the basic 
kill areas of mathematics, spelling. reading. and writing. Deno ( 1985) found that CI3M 
can be u ed to index student perform<mce and progress O\'er time (e.g .. an individual's 
performa nce is compared to his/her own perfo rmance over ti me) . 
CBM is different from most form of tradi tional cla..-sroom assessment. The m ajor 
difference is that the tocus of CBM is on broad. long-term goal oqjectiYes. rather than 
shon-term objecti ves (Hintz & SiJherglitt. :2005 ). This 1ype of l'oc us allows CBM tl) 
artend to tbe asses menc of more general integrated outcomes ns riley occur in context. 
This is in shaq) contrast to the more traditional criterion-referenced approuch~s that t(xus 
on a e1 of e,·er-chnnging sho11-term ob.ie~ti, ·es . Additionall y. CBM util izes cor~ 
<.:omponents ti·om til~ student' actua l curril: ulum to monitor the de\ elnpmen1 of 
academic competence nnd to prO\·ide teachers wi th tangible feedback as ro the 
ertecti vene ~ ofthl·ir instruction. cott and Weish~1ar C~OO") desc ri bed CBvl as a serie::. 
o f infonnal mini-achievement tests that teachers can develop in1he nreas of reading, 
writing. spelling. and mathematics. 
The development of CBM involves the use of standardized procedures to create short 
academ ic probes that nre based on the school's curriculum. These probes require brief 
rimed admini n·ation bet\Yeen 1 to 7 minu tes (e.g .. an ornl rending 1luenc) probe is 
administered by using a reading pas age and allowing the student to read for l-minute 
while a 'v\Titten express ion probe is administered allowing the student to develop a . tory 
for up to 7-minutes) and are frequent ly used to assess oral reading tl uency, passage rete ll. 
math calculation . spelling. and written expression. The academic probes that'" ere 
ad ministered to the participant in thi s particular study were 3.33 minutes in length. 
Si nce d~lta fonhis experi ment was collected from participants ' written responses. 
sufficient time \\'<l:'i allo-vwd during the ndministration ofrhe probes for rranslmion into 
,~ rittc-n form. The effecti , ·enes. nfusing CB M for a \ariety or educntional decisions i;; 
supported by over rwenty years of research. CBM have been used for class-wide 
sc reenings (Shinn. 1989), pre-referral dec ision making. intervention development. 
ewtl umion of student academic progress. and the evaluation of educational program s : 
(Capizzi & fuchs. :?.005: Paulsen. 1997: Scott & Weishaar, 2003: Shinn. K.nutson, & 
Rosenfie ld. !989. VanDe rHeyden. Win. \laquin. & Noell. :200 l ). Researchers have 
reported addi tional uses of CBM (Dena. :2003) that include rr~dicti ng perform<~ nee nn 
important critt>ria, enhancing teacher instruc tional plann.i ng. deve loping norm . 
in creasing ease nf conununication. and recommending and eval uat ing inclusion 
programs . Researchers haw aLo found that CBM. probes for oral reading tluenC) ( ORf J 
a re effec tive pretlictors of student performance on high- tnkes tests (Barger. :2003: B ud 
& Torgensen. :2003: Uood. Simmons. & Kame ·enui. :20tll: McGlinchey & Hixson. 200-k 
. ]W\\ & Shm\ . 200:2). 
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Shinn ( 1989) reported that one of the most distinctive fe:nures of CI3M is progress 
morutoring. Progress monitoring is de1i ned us a scientifically based pn1ctic:e rhm is used 
to a sess swdent 'academic pe1tormance and evaluate the effecti\'ene s of instruction. 
Progre ·s monitoring caJJ be implemented with indi\·idual rudents or an entire class. The 
primary purpo e of progress monitoring is to find out how s tudent are progres. ing in 
basic academic areas such as math. read ing. writing. and spelling. 
' tuclent progress is monitored rbrough the use of brief timed academic probes (mini-resr 
that generally last from 1 to 7 minutes in length) based on the school' s curriculum. 
Academic probes are aclminislered multip le times ('vveekly, monthly. or quarterly) and the 
cores are then plotted on a graph to show student· ~ pertormance rate a. a slope. . core 
a re used to measure student progress towards meeting the curricu lar goaL by comparing 
expected and acwal rates of learning. A goal or "aim line·· representing a desired rare of 
impro\·ement can also be established by connecting the student' s initial CBM score t<.) the 
year-end-goal (e.g.. YP or an IEP goal). 
Progress monitoring allows teacbers to use the CBM results to make highly info rmed. 
da ta-supponed instructional decisions. For example. ifthe student"s performance nne 
falls above the established goal line (e.g .. benchmark). there is evidence of academic 
progres ·. If however the student's perform<cmce rate falls belov. the established goaJ line. 
the re is evidence to support the need for a change in instructional approach (Stephens. 
2006). Th~ t<:>acher.· v.ould ust' thi:; data to identify both the type and amount of 
ins truction the student needs to meet the academic goals. When used approprime l ~ rn 
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tandem. the use of progress monitoring and CBM enhances both student perfonnnnce and 
instructional efiectiveness. 
Rationale for Researrh 
As emoiJments in foreign language study increase. more m1d more tcacbers wi ll tind 
themselves asking similar questions ... What cnn be done to help students v,:ith a learning 
d isability succeed in this comseT ·'How can the instructional needs for students \\ ith 
and without a learning disability be met while still achieving the o~jecr ives and goal or 
the curriculum?" The answers to these questions and many others can only be found by 
examining the natiYe-l<mguage reading research and the research in foreign language 
study for individuals with a leaming disability. 
When coupled with the requirement to provide access to the general educational 
cuniculum for students with disabilities. this situation presents chalknges tor parents. 
teachers, students and administra tors alike. For teachers. the challenges arise from the 
myriad of decisions penaining to the matching of instructiona I arproaches to rile- cl i ' c:-r.s ir~ 
of learners. the planning of the foreign-language curriculum and the overall effec tivene:-::. 
of interventions implored. For : tudents. the chalknges invnhe idenritYing the must 
eft1cient Jearninv stratesries and then maintainin g a level of consistency that \·ields e- ....... - ...... . .. 
academic success (Kim1ison. St~phens. Stager. & Rueter. ::!007). Finally. the clwlknge 
to r parenrs and administrators is to provide studenrs and teachers vvith the appropria te 
resources mKi suppotis to ensure that targeted level of academic success are obtained. 
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The theoretical rationale tor this study comes from tbe current need to explore nn 
instructional approach that meets the academic needs tor all learner enrolled in ti.l reign-
language stud:v. in particular those learners who meet the cri teria for n learn ing d i. nbilit:·. 
The infonnatilm presented in this <..!issen ation ura\\S hea\ ily upon the research from lluc-e 
d ifferent areas: native language reading research. research in learning disabili tie ~111d 
research in FL study and learning disabil ities. This is primarily due to the theory 
presented by parks. Ganschow, & Pohlman (1 989) that the difficulties that students 
experience in FL study a1·e related to one or more cl eficien~ i es in the student' s nnti\ e 
language , kilL. Accord ing to the literature. the difticulties that students with learn ing 
di sabi lities experience w ith .FL study manifest themselves on both nati w and FL 
measures of phonology nnd orthography (e.g .. word recogni tion. spelling. pseudn word 
m eaning). Liberman. Shan.kweiler, and Libe1man ( 1989) found that readers " ho ure 
stmggling are typically charucrerized as having a dysfunction ··in the phonological 
com ponent of their natura l capacity for language .. (p.l ). This phenomenon can be pmtly 
explained by LaBerge and Samuels's ( 1974) model of automatic information process ing 
and a lso in pat1 by Perfe tt i ami Hogaboam's ( 1975) resee~ rch to explain the relatinnshi r 
between word recognition (e.g .. decoding). speed of reading, an d reading comprehension. 
Perfetti' s Verbal Effici ency Theory (VET) ( 1985) posits that difficulties in these prnbkm 
areas (phonology and o rthography) are the result ofrhe lack of efficiency in lower-level 
c.l ecocling processes ( 1985). 1-:Ji s theory mainta ins tllat the more efficient that lower-k' c'l 
decoding skills are. rhe more attentional resources can be ded icated to higher-le,·el 
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processes such as reading fluency and comprehension. Rasin k.i (:2004) provides 
additional suppon' itll the followu1g: 
Fluent readers decode words accurately and automat ically. without 
(or 'vvith minimal) use of their limited atten tion or conscious cognitiw 
resoun.;es. The theory tbat supports this aspect oftluenc) begins 
with the notion that readers have lim ited attent ional re ~oun.:es. If'tht'\' 
have to use a large portion of tho·e resources for \vord decoding. · 
those r\: ourccs vvill not be avaibbk for usc in comprehension. !'he 
theory of automaticity in reading suggests that proficien t word 
decoding occur w hen readers mo e bevond conscious. acc urate 
... . 
decoding to automatic, accurate Jecoding. At the automntic leYel. readers 
arc able to Lkcodc words with minima l attention to the activity of 
decoding. Most adult readers are at th is level of'pro<.:essing. The) do 
not ha\'e to e:\mnine closel) or sound out most \ll'the \\Ords the) 
encounter: they ..; imply recognize the words instantly and accurately 
on sight. !'his type of processing fn.:cs the reader' s conscious arrent ion 
to comprehend or construct m~aning from the text (p. 3 ). 
According to Deshler. snrdents who demon trate poor reading skills m the high school 
le el have the same/similar profile as students with LD (Woodruff: Schumaker. & 
Deshler. 1002). Therefore. according to the tenants of the VET theory. students who 
rneet the cri teria for a learning disabi lity have les~ attentional resources for eXel.:trting 
higher-len·! reCiding processes. The shortnge of artentional resources often create..., a 
learning situation tb<H i ~ overV\ helming ,md unpkusant for these kamers. During rmrttne 
academic tasks in the J7L classroom. students with learning disabili ti es can become ea:,i l ~ 
fi·ustrated and ma) simpl) give up. The~ lack the attentional resources tu succes~ rull~ 
perform the given tasks. T hus. increa ing the ef.ticiency in which students can accurate!) 
identify and process key terminology\\ ill increH!)t' rbc- a' allnbiliry ofthese resource_. 
Resources can then be de oted to the deve lopment of higher-l evel reading processes uch 
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as reading fluency and comprehen ·ion. This in turn 'A ill create an abundance of 
opportunitie~ t()r st udents with leamim.t disabi lities to achieve FL tusks of a hi!.!her 
- -
cognitive nature (e.g .. inferencing and prediction) . The research in this part icular area is 
scant: however, the de e lopments of automaticity with key vocabulary 'AOrds. as outlined 
in this dissertation. add resses students· levels of academic performance and seek to 
improve the on:·rall q uality of the FL learning experience for a ll participants. 
Research revea ls thnt the development of auromarici ry of key vocabulary words ca n 
be achie,·ed I est by using a multisensory insn·ucti onal approach that ~1ppe<'lls to the 
academic needs of all learners. An Onon-Gillinghnm meth~xl ( 1 960) pro" ide;-; lea rners 
with the opporturtity to s imultaneously hear. see. and 'Arrite sounds/symbols und recei ve 
di rect explanations for grammar rul es fo r word endings, word order. subject-verb 
agreement. and declens ions. This method is respo11Sive to leamt'rs· needs and can 
prov ide the ideal ling uis tic platform on wbicb to scnfto ld ski lls of a higher narure. It cnn 
·erve as the instructional vehicle to boo~t FL fluency ~nd comprehension aero s multiple 
domains (e.g .. reading. writing. listening and speaking) and ul ti m ate ly yield more 
s uccessful and efticient FL learners. 
Purpose of Current Study 
The purpo: e of this :-; tudy was to investigate th~ effect of using t1ashcard tn develop 
a utomatici ty with key vocabulary words and phJ·ases in order to impro,·e tluency and 
reading comprehen-;; ion ski lis in Sp<mi:h .. pc:c itic:dl.). the study \VHS unJcrt<'lkl:'n t\) 
de te rmine \\ hether the u ·e o.ftlashcnrds ro develop au tomatici ty vvas an effect ive nne! 
- ~ )_ 
efficienr means for e nhanc ing reading comprehension rates fo r a ll students. These effects 
were measured thro ugh progress monitoring via cuniculum-based mea~ures for all 
srudents who were e nroll ed in a first and second-year high sch oo l panish course. Wirb 
the push tow·ards inc reased academic accountabili ty and the move tov..·nrds the 
implementation of the Response-to-lmervenrion (RT!) model. teachers need n more 
eflicient and eff:~ctive means of enhancing student progress for all students ( tepllcns. 
2006). 
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CHAPTER Ill 
lETHODOLUY 
The purpose of this re ean.:h was to e. amine the effects of automaticity tlu·ough the 
use of key vocabulary and phrases presented in a mul ti-mode l s timulus for student. witl1 
ru1d without kaming disabilities. This chapter wi ll tirst prnvide a clest: ription ofth~ 
pruticipants. the reseru·c h design. the development and use of curriculum based me~1sures 
(CBM), and the application of end-of-unit exams to assess students' acq ui sition and 
comprehension of tbe Spanish language. Finally. the proposed data annJ:.rsis will be 
presented. 
Setting 
The pa1ticipant training i:lnd data collection vvas wnducteu v\'ithin four. eleventh- and 
twelfth-grade Spanish 1 and Spanish II classes wi thin a senior high chool in. orrh 
Texas. The senior high school consisted o~· n total of 1889 eleventh anJ twel l"th grnders ~ ~ 
(100 1 eleventh-graders; 888 twelfth-graders). The fo llowing percentages represented the 
socia l and economic status (SES) and ethnic distribution of the refe renced senior hig h 
sch o o l for the 2009<W I 0 school year: African American 11 %. Hispanic 8%. Whjte 61 ~'o. 
A sian 19%. and economica lly disadvantaged 7%. Approx.imatdy J 0% (200) 1)f student~ 
received free or reduced lunch. The school consisted of approximately I 55 students " ·irh 
disa bilities (approximately 8% ofthe schoo l popu lat ion). Disabilities ranged ti·om 
moderate to severe (http://w'"''v. piscl.edu/abotlt. us/documents/09-1 0-ErhnicirYReporr-06-
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04-2010.pdf). The instn1ction and the trea tments/interventions that were provided to all 
participants in this study was the same for a ll part icipant ·. 
Partic i p;l n ts 
Part icipants in this stud y involved t'vvo sam pks: one sample of (n = 26 ) e]e'venth- ••ntl 
n:velfth-grader enrolled in a panish I class, and a second sample of (n = 61) eleYenth-
and twelfth-graders enro lled in 3 dift~rent Spani h Il classes . Participants v.ere 
comprised of adolescents betv;een the ages of 15 to 18. with and without learning 
disabilities who were ro lled in Spa11ish 1 and panish ~classes. The participants wen:~ all 
f rom one school. which is located in a high-income suburb of Dal las. Texas. and is 
a ttended by students fi:om a range of cultural groups. ln Spanish 1. there were 1 m ale 
participants enrolled in Spanish 1 vvith learning disabili ties. Jn Sp<mish II. there were .36 
m ale panicipants and 25 female panicipants. Then:· v\ere 2 male <.md 2 kmale 
participants emo.lled in Spanish U wit h learning disabi li ties. Three in tact clas ·e, ,,·ere the:' 
panicipanrs. With rh~ inclus ion measures used in this high q;ho0I. 6 particip<UJts \vith 
1eaming disab ilities , , ·ere included in the genera l education Spanish 1 and Spani'11 ll 
classes. A descri ption t>f tht' specific learning d i 'ttbili ty ofpunic ipants is located in 
Appendix C. 
Resea rch Design 
" School d i triers ott en do not allow random assessment of learne rs to a classroom or to 
ma in ta in a control gro up w ith no intervention. Therefore, single-subject or ·ingle-case 
st udy experimental designs repl icated across participants may be a be!rer ti t \\ hen 
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evaluating some educational interventions·· (Horner. Can. Halle. McGee. Odom. & 
Wolery. 2005 p. 58). 
The research design used for this study vvas a modi tied (A-B) single-subject design. 
Panicipants received classroom instru~tion using a combination of dir~ct and learner-
centered instructional strategies (e.g .. cooperatiYe and interpersonal learning 
experiences). All vocabuhu·y and grammar was taught 'A:itJun the cootext of situations or 
topics in which the pa rticipants were commu11icating. Instruction \Hls suppo1ted with 
g uided and independe nt-practice acti\ ities tiwt reinfor<.:t~d rargeted \ ocabulary and 
grammar concepts as rresenred vYithin the unit. Key vocnbul ~1ry nncl phrnses \\c>re 
di c u eel (e.g., reacher-student recital) \-Vith participants at the beginning ofthe unit in 
both English and Sparrish. Participants were pro,·icled \Yith oppl)Jtuniti~s to match v;hat 
they heard '-"'ith visunl cues (e.g .. pictures. v ideo. or text) or experiences. 
lntervenrion B was the used ofilashcards. The inrervention was in place for 8 v.:eeks. 
Based upon the participants' baseline performance 0 11 specifically de eloped Curriculum-
Based Measures (e.g. , Spanish Vocabulary), the participants were placed in one of four 
g roups (high, medium, low, learning disabled). Thus. each group repre. ented the s ingle 
subject in there earch design. Group medium scores \Vere used to graph performance. 
w bjl e individual performance measures were ab o graphed. The base line' phase (A l ''as 
es tablished using Cl3M progre. monitoring docu mems. Three daw point · ,,·ere used fnr 
this baseline. The interve ntion (B) ,,·as the use of Jlashcards. After the introduction t1 f 
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the intervention ( 8 ), repeated measures of participants' performance and progress 
monitoring occurred. 
The groups for this sw dy were determined using CB:V1 protocols. 
The High group wns the top 50% of students ba s~d on pt>rtt)rm ance. The- Middle gn,up 
involved pa1icipants whose percentage of ' 'vord recognition was 10-49%. The LovYer 
group included pa1iici panrs in the lowt!r 19%. The LD group v;as composed of ull 
parricipams who met the LD detinirion for the -rate ofTe:xns and school district 
guidelines (Shapiro & Clemens. 2009). 
lntet·Yention (B) 
While vocabulary is nor the! only compon~nt of language. it can be sut.:ce_ sfully argued 
that increasing one's knowledge ofvocabuJ nr cnn increa e one's linguistic profic ienc: 
at every le\·t'l (e.g .. oral t1uency. listening cmd reading comprehen. ion ~kills) . Acco rding 
to natiYe language rending resenrch, tbe use of vocabulary llashcards hn been found to 
be both an ettici~nr and s igniticnntly effecti e m~thod t()r the de' dopment ot' 
automaticity (rapid word recognit ion) tor those wi th poor reading skil l- (Tan & 
Ticholson. 1997). The m ost re~ent native la nguJgc research has documentt'd that lhe 
development of rapid \\'orcl recogJlition (nutomaticity) vi~1 tlashcards significantly 
benefits poor .readers' co mprehension abilities perhaps by strengthening their 
phonological and orthographic ski lls. 
Flashcards were develo ped fl·om the district-adopted resource package that 
supplements the distri ct-adoprecl curriculum. The resolU'ce package (Prentice-Hall 
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Realidades I and 2) fo r the district-adopted curriculum provided learners \\'ith n seT of 
vocabulary J1a, hcards ·pecitic t()r each of the nine themaricuiJy-hased units. The pi<.:tures 
primed on the flashcards represented the key \'Ocabulary word. and phra es for that 
panicular unit. They served a. i!)LW I cues .tor key vocabulary '"urds that appeared 
rlu·oughout the un it and on all practice, take-home and assessment activities (e.g .. guided-
practice. homework. quizzes and exams). 
At the beginning of each unit participants receired a copy of the vocabulary tlashcards 
in sheet form . Each tlashcard had a picture on one side tb<:~t represented a single ke~ 
word in the unit (e.g., one picture equals one flashcard). PnrticipanL cut nut the 
flashcards. Participants receiYecl additional blank tlashcards and made thei r O\\·n visual 
representations fo r those words thm they did not know and tha t did not have a pre -
determined vi ual cue or picture (e.g .. some , ·erb . abstract words). When labeling the 
flashcards. participants wrote the corresponding English-Spanish word on the reverse or 
blank ·ide of the card us ing the key vocabulary words of the units ro assist them (one 
word per tlashcard). T his procedure permitted participants the opportunity to learn The 
meaning of the Spanish word or pbrasc: in English and then to associate that Spanish 
word or phra ·e with its corresponding piLture on the re,·erse side. Participants used rhe 
picturE' on one side of the flashcard to recognjze/idemit)· the target \\Ore! in Spnni. h on 
the other side. 
Ptuticipants were i nsn·ucted ho" to u~e the 1lashcards. Part icipants \\·ere then taught 
to read the printed word on the tla heard aloud in Spanish. The in~tructor first modeled 
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saying the word and/or phrase in panish using the correct pronuncimion and intonation 
(e.g., cadence). Pa ltic ipants were then required to repeat rhc . panish '-"'Ord or phra ·e "ith 
the correct pronunciation. Participants spent approximmely 10 minutes at borh the 
beginning and the end of the next class p~riod reviewing the ir t1ashc<:m.ls indi viduallY. 
After the tirst I 0 111 inutes of class. the teacher then displayed the identical computerized 
tlashcard image on the overhead screen and conducted vocabu lary practice for 10 
additional minute . During thjs practice. parti cipants recited the Spanish word thar 
coiTesponded with the correct visuul cue. The teacher se lected participants randomly to 
checl for incti vidunl recognition using the same approach (e.g .. show the picture and 
recited the panish word). For the remainder of the 50-mjnute class period. foc us was 
placed on the spelling and pronunciation of the same key ""ords. The tlashcard train ing 
" as implemented at both the beginning and the.:' end ofch.tss fo r a tota l of20 minutes. 
tu1til all participants recited the Spanish words (h om the Yisual cues) and pnwided the 
meaning of those v.ord~ in Engli ~h in approximutely 2-3 s. After flw SO minut t> c l<bS 
period of continual in-c lass practice. and as evidence of rapid word recognition or 
autom<ltjci ty emergeJ . (as demonstrated b. participmlt responses to in-class-prat.:ti ce 
ac tivities). a shi ft in instruction occurred . lt is imponant to note that the use of the 
tlashcards remai ned constant throughout the unit even wben tht' foc us of the lesson 
changed. The toe us of the lessons shifred from the learning of vocabulary to gromrnar 
and structure :1s pn:?~cnted in the unit. lt is also importanr to note that inteJTention B (e.g .. 
the u e of the t1ashcards ) remained constant thm ughour rhe uni t even though rhe tocus nf 
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the lesson changes. Flashcard practice v.-as maintained with 1 0-minute practice essions 
at both the begir111jng and end ofthe class period (approximately 20 minutes total for each 
class period). Participants were strongly encouraged to studv their fl ashcards on a dail v 
- •' 
basis. eitber at horne or between classes. to ensme that automaticity was mainta ined 
throughout the unit. The intervention selected for this pat1icu1ar study was supported b: 
research (Tan & N icholson. 1997). 
Curriculum Based Measurem ent (CBM) 
The CB!v1 t()r thi s study consisted of a list nf60 randomly-selected key wonJs and 
pJu·ases raken from rhe vocabulary lists a t the end of each unit. The words and phrases 
appeared on the CBM in random order <Uld as they did nn the vocabulary lists at the end 
of the unit in rhe textbook. in Spanish. Each 60 word CBM consisted of 20 new 
ocabulnry words and phrases from the current un it and :20 words and phrases from the 
previous unit. The remainder {20) consisted of key words and phrases that were repeated 
from the previous units in rhe cuniculum. Tlm:·e alternate forms ofthe CBM \\'ere- Lllad~. 
Each form contained the 60 words in random order. The CBM was administered at the 
begirming of the class period, prior to vocabul ary practice as a measure of progn:·ss 
m onitoring. Participants received a total of four seconds (4s ) to recognize and to \\Tite 
the meaning of the vocabu!m·~, word or phrase in English. The four second (4s) resp~)n~~ 
time allorted to parti ci pants wa · based on the one second ( Is ) criterion rates from natiH' 
language reading swdi c::s on re~ pid word recognition sugge 'ted by Fk i ·her. Jenkins and 
Pany ( 1 97~ ) and Tnn and Nicholson ( 19<)7) . Both studies set a goal during their training 
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programs to have pa11ici pants read each target \VOrd in Jess than a second at a rnr~ of 90 
v.ords per mi nute or less. v.ith at least 95% ac~urac) . .A.n additionaltlu·ee s~conds (.3s) 
"''·a· allotted in this tudy to allow rxu1icipnnts sullicient rime to \\Tite their responses in 
English on the CBM. Participants were given appro ·imarely 200 .ecom.ls or J .JJ 
minute ro complete the CB ~ . At the end of the allotted rime period. the CBM 's \\ere 
collected and scored. Part icipants received credit for the key , ·ocabuhu')· \\Ords nnJ 
phra~e. ifthe English responses were mostly correct. If English responses were correcr 
and clistingui hable: participants received full credit for the words and/or phrase ·. 
End-of-Unit Exams 
This study u~ed end-of-uni t exams to assess the student ' application of vocabulary to 
produce reading comprehension of Spanish. The end-of-unit exam for this stud) a ligned 
eclucatil)llall: '' irh hl1Lh stute k .g .. T ~\<b E:-.:-enti ul KJW\A. l ~d gc' and . kills) fU1J di:-trict 
curricular objecri,·es. The end-of-unit exoms consisted of approximmely 25 mul tiple 
choice questi ons per unit. .EacJ1 question bad four pussibk an:;wer choices denot~d b} thc-
letters a. b, c. and d. Participants were to identify the letrer(s) of the choice(s) tha r best 
completed the statement(s) or answered the question( ). 
Data Collection Procedures 
Basdine dma from the CB:Vfs \.vas collec ted once each week for tlu-c·e conse~uti\ c 
v.-eeks during the basel ine phase. Dw·ing the intervention phase. daw from the CB.VJ' ::. 
\Vas cn llected once <:l week for ti ve consecutive weeks and was used for progress 
m onitoring for !lldenrs with and without a learning di abil ity. Participant perfornwnce 
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data is presented in histogram fashion. Dnta was ch~utecl to Yisually document the 
d ifferences between and vvithin the tour differem participant group!:> (e.g .. High. 1iddk. 
Low and LO sub populations) . The adminis tration of the end-of-unit exams measured the 
effec ts of intervention B on reading comprehension. 
Data Analysis 
A non-experimenta l research design was utilized" ithin this stud)'. Quanritati' e daw 
was analyzed u, ing descriptive stati ti cs and repented measmes. The daw was collec ted 
ii·om CBM' and end-of-unit exams. Dam ana!_ sis was generated from n comp<:lri:::on \)r 
the results on the CBM 's from each oft11e four participant groups. High. f\•liddle. Ltl\\. 
and LD. Descriptive Statistics vvere used to describe and place participants into groups 
and used to measure the differences between these groups. The dma was separated imo 
t \ o groups- tudents with learning disabiJitie. and non-learning disabled students in 
order to demonstrate that automaticity worked equally as well for all students. 
Significance 
The signi fica nce of this study is the poss ible idenritic:1tion of automaticity as a 
s uccessfu l instructional i ntcn cntion tl.)r students "'ith antl ' ' ithout a karning disabi I it~ 
enrolled in a fL (Spanish) course. This. rudy identified the potential u::-e of a CB\ 1 n .... ::1 
uccessful Response-to- lntervt-ntion (RTl) too l nnd abo rcn~aled ~1 possible diftere1H.: " [n 
the acquisition rate of key ,·ocabuJary words and pluases bervveen students wirh and 
wi thout a leH rning disability. 
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L imita tions 
Major limitations of this study included limitations assoc imt:d vvith non-experimemal 
re earch design-S. In particular. non-experimental designs yield results thut are clifticulr tl1 
e tab lish a rrue cause-effect relationship fo r and extraneou variables are clifticult to 
control. Non-experimenta l re-earch is limited because it is based on information 
o btained at one point in rime. Limitations of the study that may in11uence the 
generalizability of the results include the folio~ ing: (a) there was no r<'lndom ass i~111ment 
of groups and (b) there was only one location for this study. 
Delimi ta tions 
This research \Vas li mjrecl to eleventh- and rv;elfrh-grade srudenrs in Texas and ,,.<lS 
not generalized to other populations. There '" as n bck of random sampling (e.g .. sample 
of convenience) . Additionally, the sample was disproportionate vvirh regards to gender. 
ethnicity. at ri sk. economically disadvantaged. unci special education. The tOta l number 
of LD panicipants was reduced at the end of this srudy due to anrition. 
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CHAPTER fV 
RESULTS 
The purpo c of this tudy was to investigate the effects of us ing flashcards to di:'Ydop 
automa ticity v. ith ke: vocabulary words and phrnses in order to improve Jluenc.'· and 
reading co111prchension ski lls in Spanish. Thes~.: ctfccts were m easured through progrcs. 
moni toring' in curricu lum-based measures Ji.)r all stud~nts >who v•ere enrolled in <l first 
a nd sccond-y~nr high school Spanish course. Spccitical ly. th~ study was undcnakcn tO 
detl:'nnine ''hether the use of llashcards to de\ elop automatit.:it.' was an effective and 
efficient means for enhancing reading comprehension rates for swdcnts wi th and v.1thout 
LD. The e eftects were measured through progress monitoring \'ia cuJTiculum-based 
measures for all tudents who \\'en: currently enrolled in a tirs t and second-year high 
school .. panish course . \~ ' ith the push towards increased academic accountabi lit: and the 
lll 0\'1.: tO\YarJs the irnpkmcntarion ot rhc Rcsponsc-to- lmcrn:ntion ( R II l mvdcl. teacher" 
need n more efficien t nnd effective means or enhancing student progress for oil s tudents 
( ' rcphcns. 2006). Th is sccrion will provide a de cription of the research study timi ing 
The demographic make-up of the study pa1ticipants and n review 0f the definiti\ e 
nn:ll) sis of thc J\: carch qu~srions used to guide this swdy will be addressed. 
Additionally. briefexplnnati0ns of the linding of each re~earch questi on will be 
pre cnr~d as well ns a brie f summary of the study results. 
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Demog raphic Information 
The participants used ·within this study w~re adolescents betv.:~en the ages of 15 to 1 S. 
with and \.\i thout learning disabi lities who were enrolled in Spanish 1 and , panish II 
c lasse .. The partic ipants were all from one high school, \\"hich is located in a high-
income ·uburh of Da llas. Texas and i , attended by pupils from a range of cultural groups. 
There v.-ere 87 partic ipants. 6 participants \Vith learning disabilities and 81 partic ipants 
without learning disabilities. who were emolled in Spanish I and IT during the spring 
semester of .20 J 0. The fol!o·wing percentages represented the social and economic status 
(SES) a11d etlmic distribution of the refe renced senior high schoo l tor the 2009-2010 
school year: African American I J o;;,_ His panic go;;,_ White 6 1 o;;,_ A ian l 9%, and 
e<.:onomical l) di sad\ Hntnged 7%. Approximate!) l 0% of students rc.·ceived free or 
reduced lunch. The school con. isted of approximately 155 s tudenrs with special needs 
(approximmel) R% of the total school popula tion). Disabilities ranged ti·orn moJerate to 
severe. The instruction and the treatments that were provided ro nll participants in this 
study was the sc~me . In Spani h L there were 17 male and 9 temale partkipants. There 
v•ere 2 male participanrs with learning disabilities enrol led in S pan ish I. ln Spanish 11. 
there were 36 m:.1le pmticipants and 25 female punicipants. There '"ere' 2 male nnd 2 
female participants ,.~, ·ith diagnosed learning disabilities enro lled in Spanish 11. Tlu·ee 
intact classes '"'ere the participants. Witll the inclusion measures u ·eel in this high sc iH}(ll. 
6 part ic ipnnts wi th learning disabi lities were included in rhe general education Spanish l 
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and 'pan ish II course ·. A de-criprion of the specitic lea rning di. abilit) or paniciranrs is 
located in Appendix C. 
Definitive Analys is 
Research question # I. What rate of" ord decoding accuracy (as measureu by the 
CBM' ) is -ufticiem ro r the establ ishment of autonwticity of ke) \\Ords nnd ph.rnse~ in 
Spani . h '~ 
Baed lm \'i ual inspecti011 ofCBM's -+ and X ( ee f igures I and 3). \\'hen inten·etHion 
B was introduced. all but one (LD n) of the participants· scores in both Span i ~h r <111d 
Spanish II mer the sufficient rate (90% ) of word decoding nccurncy for rhe estab lishment 
of automaticity. Participant LD-+ (see rigure 3) scored an 87% word dewoing accuraC) 
rate in pan.ish on CBM 4 perhaps due to the three classroom absences he/she incurred 
during the designmed instructional period . For thi reason. the score achie\'ed on CB~1 -+ 
(see Figure .f ) for pa11icipa11t LD-+ was considered an .. oml ier .. in the data. 
Table l 
Means for CBM ' · (Span ish I ) 
CBM 's N (. on LD) (LD) Mean 
C8 I I :?6 ., 53 .96 
-
CI3M ~ 26 .., 68.00 
CBM 3 26 .... 75.44 
-
( I ntt!n ent ion 8) 
B '14 26 .... 93.20 
-
Exam ?. A 26 .... 88. 76 
-
.Vut11• C8:\lf' s 1. 2. and 3 represent the base line or pre-imen ention phase o!'thi tud~ . 
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D 
6.945 
8.238 
As may be seen in Table L the curri culum-based measure ofvYord decodiJlg accuracy 
indi.cates an increase in the number of words identified a:trer the impl em~mari Lm of the 
intervention. The encl-of-Lmit examination results rrovide data to suggesT that the 
students· increase in word decoding accuracy rates resulted in irnprm ed cnmprehen ion 
and application. 
Table 2 
Means for CBM's ( 'panish 2) 
CBM's 
CBM I 
CB:vt 2 
CBM 3 
( Intervention B) 
CBM4 
Exam !.A 
N (Non LD) 
61 
61 
61 
61 
61 
l (LD ) 
.f 
4 
.f 
4 
4 
Mean 
63.05 
79.83 
87AO 
96.88 
90.43 
D 
13.754 
1-+ . 72-1 
15.3-+5 
. 7 .f() 
7.9-+ 2 
Note. CBM"s 1. 2. and 3 represent the base line or pre-intervention phase of this stud) . 
As may be seen in Table 2, students' performance on CBM's of word decod ing 
accuracy (vocabulary recognition) increased significantl y after the Oashcard intervention 
was introduced. The end-of-unit examination results provide clara to suggc t thnr the 
s tudents· increase in word decoding acc ur<:1cy rates resul ted in improved comprehension 
and appl ication. 
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Table 3 
Means after Intervention (Spanish 1) 
CBM' N (. on LD) LD (LD) Mean so 
CBNf 5 26 I 80.89 I-U534 
CBM 6 26 ') 92.04 10.930 
CI3M 7 26 2 97.50 .3.870 
( I nteJYention 8) 
CI:3M 8 26 2 98.52 1.089 
Exam 28 26 2 88.92 7.093 
/\'ole. CBM"s 5. 6, and 7 reprc cnt th~ .econd baseline or pre-intervention phase of th is 
study. 
As seen in Table 3, s tudent recognition of key vocabulary increased attcr the 
introduct ion of the nashcard intervention proct!dllre. The end-of-unir examination res ult, 
pr<.)\ 'ide data to sugg~sr that th~.: ·tude Ill ~ · i nL' rC<1St: in \\'urd decod ing accurac;-· ra t e~ 
resulted in impro\ eel comprehension and applicmion. 
Atkr the :1dministration of Comprehens ive Exam 2A. all participants· \\ Ord decoding 
accm acy rates (sho\;-,'n b_ percentages ) on C BM 5 dropped for both Spanish 1 and ·panish 
If due to the introduc tio n of a new unit w ith a new set of key words and phrases (sec 
F igures 2 and-+ and Tables 2 and 4). Based on the scores !'or CBM 8. when intervention 
B was introduc~d for the second time. all participants · scores in both Spanish rand 
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Spanish ll met the rate ofword decoding accuracy. for the establislu11e1H ofauromnricir~ 
(see Figure I and Figure J ). 
Table 4 
Means after JnterYenrion (Spanish~ ) 
CBM. N ( on LD) LD (LD ) Mean D 
CBM 5 61 4 43.5 1 3.457 
CBM6 61 4 52.57 -t . I97 
CBM7 61 4 57.3 1 ~ . 99~ 
( I ntcrvention B) 
CBM 8 61 -t 59.54 .886 
Exam 2B 61 -t 88.98 7.3'27 
-
Note. CBM·s 5. 6. and 7 represent the second baseli ne or pre-intervention phnse of rhL 
stutly. 
Table-t presents the mean CBM performance measures after rhein ten ention "as 
implemented. The end-of-unit examination results pn)\·ick data to suggesr that the 
s tudents' increase in word decoding accuracy rates resulted in improved comprehe-nsion 
and application. 
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Table 5 
LD vs . . on-LD Means Levels 1-4 ( pan ish I ) 
CBM's N Mean so d-score 
LD CBM 1 '1 ~.f . 95 -+. 716 
LD CBM I ~4 56.38 :::! 1.5lJ9 3 I .-+3 
LD CB:VI :2 1 J.f.99 14.1 -+2 
NLD CBM ~ 24 70.75 22.570 35.76 
LD CBM 3 2 38.3:2 16.-+96 
1LD CBM 3 :24 78.53 ").., -"",... __ .).)) 
(Intervention BJ 
LD CBM 4 2 94. 15 1.1 80 
NLD CBM -+ 24 93. 12 7.~31 1.03 
LD Exam 2A ., 86 2.825 
LD l::xam :2A 24 89 8.526 
Note. d-score represents the difference in the mean scores bel 'v\'een LD and non-LD 
participams· CB tf ' s. C HVI"s 1. 2. and 3 n:pr~scnr rhc ·ccoml ba cline or prt'-
intervention phac:;e or this study. 
A noted in I able 5. Lhc non-[ D part i c ipant~ · performance on CB M '. I. 2. anJ 3 ''as 
consiclerabl: higher than the LD part i~ ipants due to unequal \:. s. Ko test of signi ti cance 
was calculated. l he intervention, usl.! of flas hcards. increased both T f) anJ non-f .D 
participants· word recognition on CBM 4. After the introduction or the inten en tion. LD 
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panicipanr · scores on CBM 4 were closer to rhe scores of their non-LD counrerpart on 
CB f -L The t]ashcard intcnention increased the LD partit.:ipa.nrs' CBM ''ord 
recognit ion from 32.75 to 9-U 5 percenr. 
Table 6 
LD vs . . on-LD Means Levels 5-8 ( panish 1) 
cs;vrs N . ,1e~n so d-score 
LD CB I 5 J ()J_Jl l -+.i-+2 
~<LD CB:Vl 5 2-+ 8:::! .35 14.193 19.0.::! 
LD CB\11 6 ? 93.32 -+. 716 
l'.'LD CBM 6 24 9 1.94 ll. J-+6 l. J 8 
LD CBM 7 2 97A9 3 . .542 
~LD CBM 7 24 97.50 3.966 0.01 
(I men ention 8) 
LD CBM 8 2 98.34 0 
'U) Cf3M 8 2-+ 98.5 -+ 1.134 0.20 
LD Exnm28 J 82 2.828 
l'TD Exam 2B 2-l 89.5 7.058 7.50 
.Yore. CB:vt ·s 5. 6. and 7 repre::-entthe second ba eline or pre-intervention phase o Cthis 
s tudy. 
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As seen in Table 6. there was almost ~0 word. difference berween rhe LD and non-LD 
panicipams· scores .tor CBYl5. This ''as due to the imrodw.:tion of a ne'' ' ocahular: 
lisr. CBM' 6 and 7 indicme the differences in word decoding a~curn~~ rates ber,,·een the 
LD and non-LD parti~ip<tnl '\ . For CB'\If 8. there wa~ -.inuall~ no t.lifterence bet\\e~n the 
LD nnd non-LD participant ' scores. finally. the end-of-unit exam denote. rhar the LD 
and non-LD pcuticipant groups both had percentages of c.:orrel.:t items in the 80 pcrcerlt 
range. 
Table 7 
LD vs. 'on-LD Means Levels 1-4 (Spani sh~ ) 
CBM's N Mean so d-score 
LD CB 11 4 50.8:2 20. 11 5 
LD CBM 1 57 63.91 13.022 1J.09 
LD CRM2 4 59. 16 12.948 
NLD CBM2 57 51 .27 13.807 
LD CB:vt. 3 -+ 62.07 12.sn 
. 'LD CBM 3 57 89. 17 I 3.956 .2 7. I 
( lmenention !3 ) 
LD CBM-+ 
-+ 94.5 7 5.674 
LD CJJ:--.1 -t 57 97.04 5. 758 2. -+ 7 
LD E.\am :!A -l 87 6.913 
1LD Exam 2A 57 90.66 8.082 3.66 
\ , C'B~1·s I. 2. and "" represent the ben~ line or pre-in ten ention pha e of this stud~ · . Oft!. 
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As noted in Table 7. the 110n-LD participants' ped'ormance on CBM's l. 1, and 3 was 
con:>iderably high t! r than the LD partic ipant. clu~ to u11equal N' s. 1o t~st ot' signiticunc~ 
was calculated. The intervention. use of tla heard . increased both LD and non-LD 
pa11icipants· word recognition on CBM -L After the introduction oftht' inten ention. LD 
participants· scores o n C8M 4 were closer to the scores of their non-LD counrerpnn on 
CBM 4. The tlashcarcl intenention increased the LD participants ' CB.M '" ord 
recogni tion metm fro m 57.35 ro 94.5 7 percent. 
Table 8 
I .D \'S. "\on-Lf) :V1cans l.c,·els 5-8 ( pani. h 2) 
CB!\r s ·1ean D J - core 
LD CBM 5 4 66. 16 1.250 
t<LD CB tf 5 57 72.94 5.686 6 .78 
LD CBJ\ 1 6 4 8-L 15 5.850 
NLD CB VI 6 57 87.85 7.648 -'· 70 
T. D CBM 7 4 95.8:1 3.973 
0JLD CBM 7 57 95..+9 5.082 0.3-t 
( lnten ·cntion 8) 
LD CB. 18 ..j. 98.33 1.928 
~r D CBVI 8 57 99.29 1..+42 0.96 
LD Cxam 28 ..j. 81 3.829 
LD Exam 28 57 89.5-t 7.201 8.5-t 
.\ 0 /f! . "BM \ 5. 6. and 7 represent the second baseline or pre-intervention pha::.e of this srud~ · 
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As seen in Table 8. there was almost 20 word difference between the LD and non-LD 
participant· score, for CBM 5. Th.i s \\CI S due to the introduction ofa ne\\ \ocabult1r) 
li st. CBM ' 6 and 7 indicate the diffe rence in word d~cod ing at,;curacy rates bemeen rht• 
LD and non-LD parTicipants. For CB 1 8. then~ \\<ls 'inually no difference bet\\een the 
LD and non-LD participants' scores. Finally. the end-of-unit exam denotes rh:-tt the LD 
and non-LD panic..:ipant groups both had pen.:emag.e · of correct items in the 80 
percentages. 
Table 9 
ANOY A: pani h 1 - Intervention 
ource ss df ' igniticance 
Treatment/Time . - A 23 .00 
.\'atr!. p. ~ .05 
Table 10 
A t OVA: Spanish 2- rntcrvcntion 
ource s dl' Sign ilicance 
Treatment/Time SSA 23 .00 
Note. p. ~ .05 
7-+ 
Bttsel/ne Data 
Figure I: Curriculum-Based Mea ures (CBM. s) panish I, period I 
Figure 2: Curriculum-Based Measures (CBM"s) Spani h I. period 2 
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Figure 3: CmTiculum-Based Measures (CBM's) Spanish 2. periods :2. 3 and 4 
FiglU·e 4: CutTic ulum-B~·ed Measures (CBM's) Spani ·h 2, periods 2. 3 and-+ 
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As seen in Tables 9 and 10. a one-way repeated measw·es A 0 A wa used to 
compare s~.:ores on CBM 4 with Exam 2A ut time I itll· b0th Spanish l and Spa11ish n 
c las es following inrervention B. 
Research qut-stion #?.. Are participants"' ith LD able to nchieve the same word 
decoding accuracy rates with key vocabulary and phrases as non LD participmH ? 
Ba ·ed on visuaJ inspection of CBM. s ~ and 8 (see Figure~ 1 and 3 ). "hc.·n intt'l"\ ention 
B was introduced. all but 0ne (LD 6 ) of the pnrticipanrs · cores in both Spanish I nnd 
. pani ·h !I met the suftic iem rare (90°~ ) of'' ord decoding accuracy for the establishment 
of automaticity. Pa rticipant LD 4 (see Figure 3 ) scored an 87%, word decoJing nccurac~ 
rate in pan.ish on CBM 4 perhaps due to the three t:lnssroom absence. ht:/she in(:urred 
during the designated instructional period. For this reason. the score achie\·ed on CB~I 4 
(see Figure 3) for pa1tic ipant LD 4 \\laS considered an "outlier .. in the dat<t. Particirnnt 
emolled in pani b 1 wi th LD were able to ach ieve comparable v:ord decod ing accur3c~ 
rates as their non LD counterpmt ' on CBM·. 4. 6. 7. anJ 8 (see Figure 1 ). Partici pants 
em olled in Spanish 2 wi th LD were able to achieve near identical comparative \vord 
decodino •ttcuracv rmes as their non LD counterpans on CB!vfs ~ . 6. 7. and 8 ( se~ Figurl' 
0 -
3 ). 
Research question i;J. AI "'hat word dect)ding accunlc) rme (as measured b) the n.llt' 
of acquisition taken from CIJ \tt's) do panicipants ,,-ith learning disahilitiec; demon:;trme 
automatic ity of!..ey 'Llcabulary words and phrases in Spanish? 
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13ased on visual inspection ofCBM's 4. 6. 7. and 8 (see Figure 1) and CBM· , -L 7. 
and 8 (see Figure 3) al l but one of the participants \\'ith teaming disabilitie · demonstrated 
automaticity of ke~ vocabulary words and phrases in Spanish vYith a 90% word de~.:oding 
accuracy rate. Participant LD 4 (see Figure 3) cored an 87% word decoding accur:1C) 
rate in panish on CBM-+ perhaps due to the three classroom ab ences he, ·he incurred 
during the designated instructional period. For this reason. the score achieved on CB 1 4 
(see Figure 4) fo r participant LD 4 vvas considered an ··ou tlier .. in the data. None of the 
participants with learning di sabilities in either Spanish lor Spani. h ll met the 90% v\ord 
decoding accuracy rares on CBM 5 (see Figures I and 3 ). This was perhap due to the 
introduction of a new set of key vo~abulary words and phrases in to r the ne'' unit. 
Research question #4. What is the word decoding accuracy rate needed on CI3.\tl"s 
for panicipanh '"hn met the eligibility c rireriu for h~<lrning ui sahilitie. to achie' e a 
pas ing score ( 70% ) on end-of-unit exams? 
The word decoding accun.tcy rate needed on CBl'vf s tor participants "'ho met tht· 
eligibility criteria for learning disabilit ies to achieve a pass ing score on end-of-unit exams 
was 90 to 100% as indicated by CBM·. 4 and 8 (see Figures 1 and 3). All but one ofthe 
partic ipalHS \·\'hO me t the eligibility Criteria for learning disabilities achieved a 90 tO J ()Qqo 
'vVord decoding accuracy rate. Participant LD ~ (see Figure 3) scort'J an 87° o '-' o rJ 
decoding accuracy nne in Spanish on CBM 4 perhaps due to the three clas room 
absences he/she incurred durjng the designated in. tructional period. For thi s rea ~t)n . tht' 
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score achieved on CBM 4 (see Figure 3) for participant LD 4 \Vas considered an ··outlier"· 
in the data. 
Research que tion #5. What. if any. relationship exists between the achievement of 
automaticity ~md the acquisition of a foreign language (e.g.. pan ish) ti.Jr pan it:ipant \\ uh 
a learning di sa bility? 
As seen in Figures l and 3. nearly every JXlrtil:ipant who a<:hie,ed autonwtit:ity. as 
indicated by n 90% "'·ord decoding accurac rate on CBM 's ..J. and 8. ach ie' ed n passing. 
scure (70% und nbove) on the end-of-unit e"ams which was demonstrative of success l'ul 
acquisition of . ·ran ish for participants " ·ith a learning disability. Panicipnnt LD ..J. ( .:;ee 
Figure 3) scored an 87% \\Ord decoding accu ra~:y rate in ptUli ·h on CBM ..J. perhaps tlue 
to the three classroom absences he/she incurred during the designared instructional 
period. For this reason. the score achieved on CBM 4 (see Figure 3) for panic ipant LD ..J. 
was considered an ··outlier" in the data. 
Research question #6. What impact did intervention B (tlash~ards) lwv~ on 
participant · Je,·e l o f comprehension on end-of-unit exams'! 
As seen in Figures l and 4. ne<1rly e\ t:"ry stutlcnt \\ hn nk't u 90% word tkcnding 
nccurac~ rate on COi'vL -land 8 achieved a pa sing score (70°1o and abo,·e) on the end-
nf-unit C''(am · \\ hich v\0:::. demonstrati ve of comprehension. Panicipanr LD ..J. (see Figure 
3) scored an 87% word decoding accuracy rate in Spanish on CB\1 4 perhaps due to tht' 
three classroom a b. e nces he/she inCLIITed during the designated in .. tructional period. For 
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this reason. the score achieved on CB M 4 (see f igure J) fo r pa11icipam LD 4 \\'as 
considered an .. outlier .. in the daw. 
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CHAPTER V 
co cr.us1o. 
Discussion of Findings 
The current study hc1S demonstrared supporr for the establishment ofamomatic it,· ,·in 
~ 
fl ashcards as an e((ectiH' instructiona l approach f'or increasing re~J ing Ouency :111cl 
comprehension skills in Spanish. The progression ofsrlldents th rough the tbshcnrd 
training ac tivitie-s under the researcher· ::; d irect ion. vv hile using dirt-ct instruction 
techniques. enabled the researcher to collec t reliable data for the comparison of word 
decoding accuracy rates (automaticity) on CBM·s and reading fluency and 
comprehension skill s in Spanish on end-of-unit exams. Through the utilization of this 
unique swdy. support was generated concluding that all students. including those who 
met the eligibility cri teria for teaming disabilities, can success full y and efficiently 
develop the nuency ami comprehension ski ll s neeckd to succeed in high school foreign 
lang uage stud~· . 
1. What rate o r word decoding accuracy (as measured hy the CBM. ) is su!Ticicnt lor 
the establishment of automaticity of key words and phrn::,es in 'pnni h'? 
Based on the re\· iew of the literature. the v. ord decoding accuracy rates of 90-1 00° o 
(e.g .. as measured by rhc CHM"s) that wen.: cs t~bl i shcd by Rasinski 000-1 ) were 
suffic ient for the establishment of automatic ity of key words and phrases in Spani sh. The 
··sufficiency .. of rbesc decoding rares is supported by ~,·idence from decade of nar ivc 
8 l 
language info rmal reading inventories URis) which used 'Nord decoding accuracy as a 
key measure tor reading achievemt>nt (Johnson. Kress. & Pikulski. 1987; Pikulski. 1990). 
Fuchs. Fuchs. and Deno ( l982) fOlmd that the accuracy of words the reader can read 
correctly is a valid measure of reading profic iency. Rasiuski (2004) reponed rlwt ,·arious 
levels of word decoding accuracy ret1ect different levels (3) of native language reading 
proficiency. He fo und that readers who achieve a vrord decoding accuracy rate in the 97-
100% range are ab le to read the assessment text or other text of similar diffic ulty wi thout 
a.:;sistance. Their accuracy of word decodi ng describes the independent level of rc'ading 
performance. Readers who score within the 90-96% range are able ro read the 
assessment text or ot.her text of similar dif fi culty with some degree of as ·istance. Tlwir 
performunce describes vvhat Rasinski (2004) refers to as the instructional level. Readers 
who score belnw 90% in word decoding accuracy typica lly tind the ass~ssment rexr or 
other rexts of simi lar difticulty too cha llenging to read. even with assistance. Their ''ord 
decoding accuracy describes the ti'ustrution le\ el of reauing performance (Rasinski. 
200-l ). The word decoding accuracy nonn s reponed by Rasinski (:200-t) v:ere therefore 
the same targeted word decoding accuracy rates used for the de elopment of au tomar i cir~ 
in this research. 
2. Are partic ipants with karni ng disa bilities able to achieve the :-;nme worJ decoding. 
accurncy rates with key vocabula ry nnd plu·ases as thei r nondisnblecl peers? 
Based on visunl inspection ot'CBM's 4 and 8 (see Figures 1 nnd 3). all pnrtic ipunts 
mer 90% vvord decodi ng accw·acy rate. 3 S ddi ned in the li temture (Rasinski . 2004 ). 
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Students enrolled in Spanish l with LD were able to achieve comparable word decoding 
accuracy rates as their non LD counterparts on CB I' s 4. 6, 7. and 8. tudent - t!nwlkcl 
in Spanish 2 witl1 LD were able to achieve near idemical word decoding accuracy rates as 
their non LD counterparts on CBM · s 4. 6. 7. and 8. 
3. At what word decoding accuracy rate (as measured by the rme of acquis it ion tah.en 
from CBM.s) do participant with leam ing disabilities demonstre~te automaticit~ of I-.e': 
vocabulary v;ords and phrases in Spanish'! Based on visual in pection of CBM ·s -L 6. 7. 
and 8 (see Figure 1) and CBM's -L 7. and 8 (see fi gure 3) all but one of the parti cipants 
with learning disabi lit ies demonstrated automaticity of key ,·ocabulary words and ph.ra e 
in Spanish with a 90% word decoding accuracy rate. Paniciprult LD 4 (see Fig ure 3) 
scored an 87% word decoding accuracy rare in Spanish on CBM 4 perhaps due to the 
tlu·ee classroom a bsences he/she incurred during the designat~d instructional period. Fur 
this reason. the score achieved on CBM 4 (see figure 4) fo r p<u tic ipunt LD ...J. "·n~ 
considered an ··outlier" in tJ1e data. one ofrhe participants with learning disabilities in 
either pan ish 1 or Span ish 11 met tl1e 90% word decoding accuracy rates on C 8 !\,1 5 ( se~ 
Figures 1 and 3 ). This was perhaps due to the introd uction of 8 ne\<v set of ke) 
Yocabulary words and phrases in lo r the new llnit. 
4 Whm is the w:ord decodin!l accurncy ratt' needed on CBM' s tor pnrticipm1ts \\ho 
. ~ . 
met the eligibi lity criteria for learning disabi lities ro achieve a pass ing score (70% ) on 
end-of-unit exams? 
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The .,,·ord decoding accuracy rote needed on CBtvl' s for p<llticipanrs \\'ho mer rhe 
el igibiljty criteria to r learning disabilities to achieve a pa s ing score on end-of-unit exams 
was 90 to l00%1 as indicated by Cl3M" s 4 and 8 (see Figures I and 3). All but one- ofthe 
participants "'hn met the eligibility cri tc-ria t()r learning d isabil ities aehie\ed a 90 w J00°'o 
word decoding accuracy rate. Participant LD-+ (see Figure 3 ) scored an 87% vvord 
decoding accuracy rate in, panish on CBM 4 perbaps due to the three classroom 
absences he/she incurred during the des ignated instructional period. For thi. reason. the 
score achie eel on CBM 4 (see Figure 3) for participant LD 4 was considered an ··LHitlkr" 
in the data. The word decoding accuracy nue used in thi s d issertation was upporred b: 
the finuings ufRas inslJ (2004) who found tlwt readers who achieve a \\ord decoding 
accuracy rate in the 97-100% range are able to read the a sessment text or other text of 
simi lar diftic uJty without assisranct' . Their accuracy of"ord dt'coding describes the 
independent level of read ing performance. Readers who score witllin the 90-06% range 
are able to read the assessment text or other text of similar di fticulty "·itb some degree of 
assistance. Their pertormance describes what Rasinski (2004) refers to as the 
insn·uctional leve l. Reader ' who score below 90% in word decoding accuracy typica l!: 
fi nd the assessment text or other texts of s imilar ditliculty roo challenging to read. even 
w ith assistance. Their word decoding accuracy descri bes t.he frustrarion lt>vd t)f reading 
perfo rmance (Rasinski. 1004). The ··suffic iency·· ofrhese decoding rate<; is supported b; 
evidence ti·om decades of natiw language into nna l reading ill\·entorie ' (IRJ ) "' b ich useu 
word decoding accuracy as n key measure fo r reading achievement (Johnson. Kress. & 
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Piku.lski , 1987; Pikulski, 1990). fuchs, Fuchs, and Deno ( 1982) found that the accuracy 
of words the reader can read correctl y is a va liu measure of reading proficiency. 
5. Whar. if any. relationship exists betv\een the achjevement of nuromaric it) and the 
acquisition of a fo re ignl<:.u1guagc (o;;'.g .. Spanish) t(,r participants ""ith n learn ing 
disability'? 
As seen i_n Figures 1 and 3, nearl y ~ ery participant who achieved automc.nic ity. cb 
indicated by a 90% word decoding accuracy rate on CBM's 4 and 8. achieved a passing 
score (70% and above) on the end-of-unit exams whicb was uemonstrative of succcs ful 
acquis ition of Spanis h fo r participants v.-ith a leaming disabili ty. Parricipant LD 4 (see 
Figw·e 3) scored an 87% word decoding accuracy rate in Spanish on CBM 4 perhaps due 
to the tlu·ee classroom~ absences he/she incuned during the des ignated instructional 
period. For this reason, the score ach.ie ed on CBM 4 (see Figure 3) for participant LD -1 
was considered an ' ·outlier'· in the data. 
6. What impact did inten emion B (tlashcards) have on participam ·· Je, el of 
comprehension on end-of-unit exams? 
As seen in Figures 1 and 4. nearly every student who met a 90% word decoding 
accuracy rate on CBM's 4 ru1d 8 achieved n passing score (70% and abo\'e) on the end-
of-unit exams "' bjch was demonstral'ive of comprehension. Pa rti cipant LD -1 ( -ee Figur~ 
3) scored an 87% word decodi ng accuracy ra te in Spanish on CB\1 4 perhaps due to the 
three classroom absences be/she incuJ.Ted during the designated instructi onal period. For 
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this reason, the score achieved on CBM 4 (see fi gure 3) for pal1icipant LD 4 wn 
con. idered an ··outlier" in the dnta. 
Prior research related to automaticity wns conducted in native language reading (here 
give studies). This research. using native la11guage reading research as a ba:\e. confim1s 
the same levels of automaticity are needed in order to esta blish sufficient 11uency and 
comprehension skills for students em·olled in FL study. 
Based on the rev ieYv of literature. of w ord decoding 8ccuracy in native-lang uage 
reading rt.'searcb. this is the tirst appl icati on to fo reign language stud) . The premise of 
this disserta tion (i.l lltOilla ticity-the de\'e)opment of a J(l\\'er leYellanguag:e ski ll) i. direct!: 
linked to the underly ing theory of BlCS and CALP as mentioned in the end l l f Chapter I. 
The connection of 8 I CS and CALP to the development of automaticity pertai n, w the 
natural order of la ng uage development. The connection between these t\\ o theorie. is 
conceptual. This is to say that students require a strong fo undation with key vocabuhll'~· 
words and phrases in Spanish in order to fully achieve the ir abilities to perfo nn h igher-
order language tasks (e.g., comparing. classifying. synthesizing, evaluating. and inferring 
info rmation) similar to the comprehensio n exams in th.i s study. 
The idea of BIC and CALP tir t arose from a study ( 1976) conducred by finn ish 
researchers . h:utnabb-Kangas and Toukomua '" bich re' eak d that Fitmish immigntlll 
children in Sweden often appeared to educaro rs to be tluent in both fi nnish and S" ·edish. 
but still ckmonstrctted le\ els of verba l academic performance in both language:-> that wc' rt' 
considerabh· below g rade/age expectations . Psychological assessments of language 
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minority students in the United States and Canada revealed similar results v\ith student , 
who were thought to have attained tluency and overcome ali difticultic:. \Vith English 
(Cummins. 1984). This led researchers to believe tha t t·here may be more rlwn just nne 
dimension to language. In 1981. Jim Cummins provid~d further cvidenc~ fo r the 
existence of two types of language. Language used tor soc ial purposes referred to as 
Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills or BJCS and language used tor academic tasks 
referred to as Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency or CALP. Although the 
concept ofBICS and CALP has been traditionally associmed with Bilingual Educat ion. 
irs potential app lication can be of tremendous value tor all shldenrs especinlly for those 
students emolled in FL study. Since the acquisit ion of BICS is believed to proceed and 
give rise to the acq uisition ofCALP, it is essential to use these terms in the ame 
discussion regarding rhe acquisition of language. Linguistic expens 'oam Chomsk: and 
Jim Cummins maintain that the order of ucquisition. BIC first and then C ALP. retl~cts 
the general natur~ of language de\ t'k)pme nt and may alSl) hm c a direct t:llrre l ~ll iun '' ith 
the marUler in which we make sense of the '"·oriel around us. Chomsk. ;Jffirms that a 
major contribution regarding the !'tud y of language is the opportLLniry to under!'tand tht:' 
inherent character of mental processes. He reiterates thi s be ljefthroughout hi s \\Ork 
stating that"languagt> is a minor oftbe mind·· (Chomsky, 1968). Ttis imp~rarive 
therefore. that teache rs understand the impact that these two types of language have on 
one another. in particular_ the social and academic skill s associated with each. Further 
discussion of B1CS and C ALP can be found in Append ix A of this dissertation. 
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There are several pedagogical implicat ions that can be derived from th i ~ rudy . f-in. 
the reseru·ch fi ndings provide evidence to suppott the need :for tbe e!:>tabli. hmenr of 
automaticity ~rvit h key woJds and phrnses in all content areas, especially fo r rhose 
academic areas that are considered "core subjects·· (e.g .. math. science. Engli sh and 
social studies). As previously· discussed. nati\ e language research ind icmes rhar word 
decoding accuracy has been found to be a key measure for nati\'e language read ing 
proficiency and achien~ment ( Fuc h<; . Fuchs. & Deno. I 98:2 : .J ohnson. Kress. & Pikul5ki. 
1987: Pikulski. 1990). 1nstruction in al l content nren~ should therefore empha~ize the 
esrnblishment of automaticity of key vocabulary and phrases in order to provide all 
students with the opport unity to develop the reading tluency and compreht-ns ion _kil ls 
needed to succeed. T he tindings in this study also prm·ide strong evidence for the need 
to replicate a similar study in ot her academic discipline's. 
Second. the findings suggest that the time needed for the development of automntici t) 
is d ifferent for al l learners and should therefore be monitored frequently\\ ith CBM's. 
Pre- and posr-inte rvenrional tindings indicate signiticant ditTerences in the mean scores 
for participants with and without learn ing d i sa bil iti ~s across time. Although nearl) e\ c:·r;. 
panicipanr vvith H lea rning disability nchieYed a word decoding accuracy rate of m leasr :1 
90%. prior to the :;~dmini strution nfrhe tlld-of-uni t t'>-Mn ~ . the time and the number o l' 
tlashcard exposllJ'eS needed to achieve thi s rate was ddTerenl fo r each participan t. 
Fina l I) , and perhe1 ps mnst impo1tant. the J·inding · suggt.·st rhat all participdlll '. including 
those with diagnosed learning disabilities can succeed rmd beneti t from I'L smcl)'. 
88 
Future Directions 
Future research should explore th~ concepts of B!C and C LP as the~ <1 appl) tll 
core academic ski II area · . for example. in rhe study of sc ience. if students vvi rh and 
'"ithoutleaming disC:lbilitie do nor deve lop a :;ufticienr level ofautomatic it) with their 
key words and phrases. they wi ll rrobJbly not esrnblish a ufficient level or JluenC~· and 
comprehension which in tum. may ha\ c :evere repercu::;s ions in high-stah..es testing (e.g .. 
T AK tesring ). 
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APPE DLX A 
Description of the Particip:uns· Sreci tic Disabilitie-s 
lOR 
Participanr # l met the criteria tor LD eligibility in math calculation and problem 
solving. It was noted that the pcuticipant perfom1ed comparati vely ]0\.ve r on verbal 
scores; received and was dismissed from speech services in 2006. The panicipant 
received and was dismissed from speech therapy sen ice afte r the completion of thc> 9111 
grade year. According the Indi vidualized Evaluarion Plan (lf P). panicipnnr rl 4 is 
a llowed e:--;tra rime on tests/quizzes (50% ) when requested by the participnnt nnd 
assistance with note taking--a copy of the teacher's notes in exchange for pnnicipant' -
notes. The teacher should perform hequent check 1or understanding and provide rhe 
participant with shortened instructions. Participant shou ld also be allowed acces to the 
a ltemate testing center (ATC) fo r test and quiz administration and be provided with a 
calculator for math computations. 
Pa1ticipant # 2 met the criteria fo r LD eligibility in reading comprehension and it \\HS 
noted that past testing also shows that verbal scores are consistently below performance 
and full-scale scores (IQ). Participant received and was dismissed from speech therap~ 
services after the completion ofrhe 8111 grade year. Part icipant # 5 is allo,,·ed extra rime 
on tests/quizze · (50%) over a two day period vvhcn requ e-sted by the- part icipant . 
Participanr # 2 should receiw ind i,·idua li zecl grading in general educarion English cour5-e 
based on the participant' s Present Levcb ofEducationnl Pt:'rtonnance ami be pro,·ideu 
with a calculator fo r math computations. Participant should also be pro\' ided with 
preferential seating near the front of the- classroom for vision purposes. 
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Participant # 3 was diagnosed with a learning disabil ity. According rhe Incli,·idualizecl 
Evaluation Plan (IEP). panici pant # 3 i~ a llovwd extm time on rests/quizzes "'he-n 
requested by the pa rti cipant and assist::tnce with note taking--a copy of the tencher 's 
notes. Patticipant # 3 must attempt to take notes. be- assigned prdt-remia1 sea ting to 
acconunodate leruning difficulties. and be allowed ut iliza t-ion of the alternate tes tinn 
c: 
center (ATC) tor test a nd quiz admini stration. The teacher should check fo r 
understanding and o rganization and a lJovv patiicipant # 3 extra time for ora l response -. 
Pru1icipant # 4 m et eligibility criteria for LD. Ac\.:ording the Individualized 
Evaluation Plan (l EP). parti cipant # -t is al lowed extra time on rests 'quiaes (50° o) \\·hen 
requested by the pmiicipant and assismnce v•irh note raking--a cor) of tbe teacher· s 
notes. Participant # 4 must mtempt to tnke notes and be allo\\ed utilizat ion of rhe 
alternate testing center (A TC ) for test and quiz administration and bt> pro,·ided "' ith a 
calculator for marh computation ·. Pa11icipam hould recei e incli\'idualized grading in 
general education math course based on participant's Present Levels ofEdut:<t ri onal 
Perfonnance. 
Pmticipant # 5 met the criteria for LD eligi.bility. The di agnostician 1wted that the 
participant demonstrated -vveak11esses in the areas of Basic Word Reading. Reading 
Comprehension and Reading Fluency. The participant recei,·ed and was dismi ssed from 
speech therapy services after the completion of the 9'11 grade year. According rhe 
Indi idual izecl Evaluation Pl;;m (lEP). ranicipanr ;:r 5 is a llu~eJ c:xrra 1i 111c' on 
tests/quizzes (50°'o) over a tv\·o day period when requested by the participant and 
1 I 0 
assistance w ith note raking--a copy of the teacher' s notes in exchange fo r participant' s 
notes. The teacher should break clown lengthy assignments and provide the participant 
with preferential seating to avoid distractions and be near the inst ructional area. 
Panici pant sho uld be allo\.\ed <H.:cess to the alternate testing center (ATC) for test and 
quiz administration and be provided with a calculator for math computations. Participam 
# 5 should also recei,·~ indi,·id ualized grading in general euucatiun :,Ot.:i;..d stud ie~. ~ci c.•m;e 
and English course. bn:,ed on the participant · Present Levels of Educational 
Performance. 
Participant # 6 met el igibility criterin ror LD. Participant ;; 6's overall assessment h~· 
the licensed diagnostician re,·ealed several areas of pronounced strength and v\eul-.ness. 
fluid reasoning and long-term retrieva l skills are indicated as trengths. fluid reasoning 
is the use of de liberate and controlled mental operations to solve novel, on-the-. pot 
problems (e.g .. tasks that carmot be performed automatically) whi le long-term retrien1l i5 
the ability to ·tore and consolidate new information in long-termmemor) and lnt~r 
tluemly retrieve the stored information (e.g .. concepts, ideas. items. nnmes) through 
association. The- mo ·t pronounced area of\\ealness is in the area of 
Comprehension/~nowledge. The diagnostician noted that this is typica lly described as a 
per_ on ' · wealth (breadth and depth) of acquirc'd know ledge of the language. i nt\mnati l)l1 
and concepts of a specitic culture , and/or the application of this kno,,·ledge. This is 
rrimari I~' a store.· of' erbnl or language-ba::-ed declmati' e knmdc't.lge (kno\\'i ng '' hnt '~) 
and procedmal knowledge (kno\\·ing ho,:~,·? ) acquired through rhe in\'estmenr of othe r 
11 I 
abilities du ring formal and info rmal educationa.l and general li fe experiences. 11 i furthe r 
noted that although part it.:i punt # 6 has urher processing defiL·its. it i. mo:::: r llkt:l~ the 
deficit in Comprehension/Knowledge thnt is having the grearest impact on the 
participant' s academic success. Participant# 6 demonstrated weakness in the ureas uf 
Processing Speed and Short-Term Memory. Proce sing Speed is the abili ty to 
automatically and tluently perform relatively easy £U1d over-learned cogni t ive w·ks. 
especially when high mental efficiency (e.g., nttention and focused concentration) is 
required. The diagnostici<:1l1noted that academ ically, pmiicipant # 6's most pronounced 
area of weakness are those tl1at a1·e related to the participclnt's process ing deticit in the 
area of Com pre hen ·ion/ !< no'"' ledge. Those areas affected are reading comprehension. 
writren and oral expression. According to the Individual ized Evalumion Plan ( IEP). 
participant # 6 is aJ io..,ved extended time on rests/quizzes/essays wJ1en req u~::;tcd b) tlw 
studenr. The teac her is requi red to break clov,:n lengthy a ·signments into smaller. 
sequentia l steps as arranged by the participant nnu the teacher and to pro~ ide the 
parti cipant with ass istance with note taking-a copy o f the reacher's no tes/power point 
prior to lecture. The participant must attempt to take notes and hm e access to the ust' of 
the alternate tes ting center (ATC) for test and quiz administration. Participant # 6 may 
request to write on tests instead of using n scan tron-this would incl ude seme ter exam:-. 
The parti cirant may need help to transcr ibe answers ro a scantron. and have adarted re· r.;; 
,, itb more white sp<tce on the page v, ith t'e,,er questions on and kv.c'r choice:.· - in a gnwr 
of nwtdung question . 
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APPENDJX B 
BLCS and CALP 
1 J 3 
The purpose of this di scussion is to provide educators with a description of SIC and 
CALP within the context oflanguage minority students to help educators understand the 
role of language in learning for students "'·ith mild memal retardation. In do ing so. this 
paper '"·i 11 a! so prm itle ~1 brief J escri ption of language de' elopment '".:bile describing the: 
instructiona l ru1d cultural impl ications associated w ith the assessmenr and promotion of 
each type of l angu~1ge. Finally. the author wil l conclude with a discussion regarding the 
implications of CALP when plmli1ing instruction for individuals wi th mild mental 
reta rdation. 
Language atqu is ition 
Language acqui ~i ti un impacts learning. Language. a vi tal and compk\: foundat ional 
sk ill needed !'or academic success (Mercer & Mercer. 1998). is defined ns a ~oc i ol ly 
slwred code used to represent concepts through the use of random symbn ls and rules 
governing the combinations of symbo ls. Rosberry-McKibbin (1007) defines l::lnguage as 
a means whercb) we communjcate with others. 'vVIlen considering language acquisition. 
J angu:~ge can be broken into two major domains: Basic In terpersonal Communicatinn 
Skills cB IC ) or snt:ial language and Cogni tive Academic Language Proticiem;y (CALPl 
or academic language. This is a di tinction which is often misunderstood by t!d ul:ators. 
Traditionally. school per onnel bave tocu t>d on BICS and CALP "'hen \\OL-1--i ng \\ith 
English language learners (ELLs). Although the acquis ition of 8 JC ' aJ1d CALP ic; 
dec'med to be a top priority when plnmung instruction fo r second language' learners. som~ 
educators nre un<1ble ro differentia te between these n ,vo types of language. Ln order l'lw 
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classroom teachers to provide effective instruction to all students, educ~Hors need to 
understand how the tv.o categories of leaming di ffer. Experts .' uch a Jim Cummin~ 
( 1984) have provided research in an auempt ro diflerentinte between Bl CS nnd C. LP. 
Basic interper onal communication skills (BlCS) 
131C has been detined as language skill which are needed in social situations. J31CS 
often referred to as "playground la nguage .. (Cummins. 2006) becHuse langu<1ge-
minority learners util ize BlC ' kill s "'·hen lhe) are on the playground. in the lurH.:h room. 
at purt ics. on the school bus. or playing sports kg .. high-frequency' ot:abulnr) ). Social 
interaction occur in a meaningful social context and are rheretore usually conre:-..1 
imbedded. Furthem10re. BIC are cognirivdy k ss demanding. does not requirt.' 
specialized language, ::mel usually develops within six months ro two years after nrTinllro 
the U.S. (Rosberry-McKibbin. 2007). 
BICS generally develops quickly among immigrant second language learners because 
these:' form s of communi~ation art:' s upport~d b) int ~rpc>Lonal and conrextual cuc~ and 
plnce relari \'ely few cognitive demands on the indi' idua l (Cummins. 198-n Ho" e' er. 
although a student mny demonstrate master) in BI C'.~ . it should nor be assumed that rht:' 
student ,.~,· ill also achieve this same degree of masler~· in academic language skill . 
Unfonunatt'ly. a common misconception among educato rs is the assumption tbnt a 
studen t who demons trates succe s in expression in ocial sirua ri ons will also be able to 
complete equivalent grade-le\'el ~tcademi ~.: language tasks with similar success. This 
mi underswnding of I3 JCS and CALP acquisition often results in an unusual 
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disproponionate number of minority referral · for spec ial education sen· ice ~ fo r \\·hm 
appear to be the result' of poor <1C!:ldcmic.: pertimmmce \\hen it is m.:tunlly due.' l\l a la~.:k nl' 
sufficient exposure to English and not a tme learning disability (Rhodes. Ochoa. & Ortiz. 
2005). 
Cognitive academic language profic iency (CALP) 
While BICS addresses social language, CAlP refers to formal academic I~aming 
(e.g .. low-frequency vocabulary) v,:hich includes listening . speaking. rending. and \Hiting 
about subject area material (Cummins. :2006: Ro. berry-McKibbin. 2007>. StuJI:'ntS mu~ t 
demonstrate effectiveness in CALP proJiciency in order to succeed in school. 
D emon u·aring proficiency in academic language ucqu isi tion takes longer to ac hie' ethan 
BICS; proficiency in CALP usually takes between ti\·e ro even year . Hov;e\ e r. 
research has found tb <:H it may take' seven to ten years tor English language learners 
(ELLs) to catch up to their peers if the child has no prior schooling or is simpl y nor 
provided with tbe appropriate support systt'm in native language devdopment (Rosbt'!T)-
McKibbin, 2007). 
It is impottant tor teachers to understand that acaclemjc language acquisit ion is more 
than j ust the unders tanding of content area vocabulary. CALP also includes ski ll s 
involving comparing. classi tying. synthesizjng. evalu:Hing. and interring int(mmnion 
( Cununins. 1984 ). Additionally. academ ic language ta -ks are conrext reduced: where 
information is read from tt'xtbo~)ks or presented by the te<1Cher. As a :tudent gets older 
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and progre ses through the grad~s. ncack!mil: task:; be-come more cogni tively demanding 
and more contl:!xt -reduc~J (Cummin'>. 200(>). 
Differentiating bet,~een UICS aml CALP i ~ an important aspect of teach ing diYerse 
learners. Educators mu~t under~tnnd that proti\.:iL'11C\ in BlCS doe~ not th:'Ccssarilv 
' .. 
tmnslate imo proticienc~ in CAL P. l he n~-;ulh or n misinterprerarion of this concept 
\\'L' I'e d~nwnstrated th nlltgh re~emL:h ~ hich li>und that in the U.S .. lnng.uage-rninority 
students have frequeml~ heen assessed u ing IQ test admini rered in Engli sh afrer onl~ 
f\\(l or tlm~e )ears in the countr): r~ =- ulting in placement in special education c l as~es 
based entirely on these test results. Moreover. research reported in the early 1980 in 
T t!\as revealed an alanning o e rrepre entation of Hispanic students in special education. 
More than tlu·ee times as many Hispanic students were labeled as having learning 
disabilities when compared with the general school population (Ortiz & Yate. 1983). 
Anderson ( 1997) pro,·ided considerations for evaluation of the econd language 
student. among whi ch is th~ statement that ·'The m·erage student ti·om the lov.er ·oc io-
economic area is beiO\\ an~rage compared to th~ general norm in oral language .. (p. I). 
He also suggested thai these stud~nts are functioning approxi111ately one standard 
de' iation belo\,- the a\·erage in the second language. Such a deficit acts a a barrier to 
grmle kvel functioning. Ander on (1997) recommended that any assessment must 
consider regional , ·ariations in both the first and second language. Finally. Ander~on 
(200-+) outlined a series of steps to be taken to insure that cognitive or educational 
e,·nluations give full considerat ion to the differences in the student. · S ICS and Cr\LP 
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proticiencies. In thi:-; document, he outlined ,·arious pecific as essme nt suggestitlll::. h~ 
grade le e ls to insure second lcmguage issues did no t interfere with considerations t(.)r 
pecial education sen ·ices. 
Fostering the development of BICS and CALP for ELLs 
Educational. cultural and developmental considerations must he raken into ac~.:ount 
v:hen nppl i ng the theory of BICS and ('ALP to cJctss room instruct ion for langu:tgl' 
minority children. These considera tions should not be exclusin ·ly limi ted to the 
dassroom. but should be implemented and ret1ected schoolwide. Perh<1p:; the ~ingle mn:-.t 
important concern is the schoo l wide acceptance of a pedagogy that places ,·alue on the 
linguistic and cult urnl experiences that chi ldren bring with them ro the classroom. A 
pedagogy that places q:due on prior experiences is "responsi,·e" to the needs and the 
abilities o f the learner. The prornotion und acceptance of such pedagogy is based urhlll 
the unders tanding that knov;ledge aboutlnnguage. ulru re. and human values are 
constructed in home and community ell\ irom11ents and that children· s cle elopm~nt unci 
learning is best understood as the interaction of past and presenr experiences nnd 
kmm ledge (Garcia. 200 I ). Also . nccording to Garc ia <200 l ). educators. administrators. 
and diagnos ticians nlike must adopt the belief that learning occurs best vYhen it i 
embedded in a cnnte'\t that is socio~u l tur:tl l ~. lingu isti<;a ll~ . and cogniti\·~1~ rek"ull for 
tht child. A pedagogy that respects :111d \ nl ue. n s tudent ·. pri or knovdeclge. including 
prior linguistic kno\\ ktlgc.>. will effecti\ e l ~ assist th e:· stud~nt in c0gniti\ ~de'\ elnrmc•nt in 
the econcl language. 
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As with culnu·e, language is developed via fami ly systems and the communi ty. 
Language is a developmental process that usually begins at birth . is sequenriul. anJ build:.; 
upon itself(Oniz & Dynda. 2005). ln most cnses. language is the primary means for 
eswblishjng and negotiMing meaning. It is intertwined wi th all prior conununicuti\ e 
experi ences and should therefo re be accepted and utili zed as a valid and valuable tool tn 
promote the fu11her develop ment of the target language. 
Expand ing the theory ofBICS and CALP to classroom instruction is based on the 
rLIJH.lamental premise that students with limited English proficiency 1nust tirst reach the 
.. threshold"' of nati\ e-Jnnguage skills. Reaching the threshold ofnatiYe-language 
proficiency in all domains, including li stening, reading, writing and speaking, will equip 
the child with the lan&ruage ski ll s required to complete academic rasks v;ith success ~nd 
\-\ i I l promote the ck velopmt:nt of ~ i m ilar languHge-proticiency in Eng l i :;h ( rtl\\ t() rJ, 
l 999). Cummins defines rhe tlu·eshold of nari,·e language proticienc as the le,·el of 
linguistic competence that is sutticie nt to assist students in continuing. thei r acadt'mic 
develorment. A child must obtain an adequate leYel of linguistic competence in hi or 
her native lang:uagt- (l I) before a higher level uf lingui: tic proticiency can be acweveJ in 
either the native language (L l ) or the target language (L.2) (MacSwan & Rolstacl . .2005 ). 
Cumm ins mainr~:ti ns that children v. lw are unuhl e to reach the threshold levd of 
development in the tirst language are likely to struggle acl'!demically in both languages 
(Crawford. 1999). Wh~lt conditions and benchmarks must be present tO reach the 
threc;h~1 lcl level? If appropriately implemented. the follo~v\"ing principals and their 
l I q 
pmcrical impl ications form the pedagogical framev,·ork needed to obtain natiw-language 
protjciency (tlu·eshold level): 
• The de\·elopment of proficiencies in borh the native language and English 
has a positive e JTec t on academic achievemem for hi linaual student : 
• Language profici ency is defined as the abi lity rouse language tor bas ic 
commuJlicati ,.e tasks and academic purposes: 
• For ELLs. reaching the "thre. hold .. ofnatiw-language skill . ..key"· to 
developing s imilar proficiency ski ll s in Fnglish: 
• Comprehensi ble second-language instruction and a supponi' ~ 
environment provide the supports nc~.:cled for rhe acquis ition of ba ic 
commttnicnt ive competency in a second language: and 
• The p~ rc~in:~d status ohtudt:nt ·a ffects the interaction <..unong all members 
of the educat ional sening and thus aftects student outcomes (Crawford. 
1999). 
elected practical instructional implications for such pedagogy include the 
• Inst111ction is provided in and through the nnt ive language: 
• Initial r~ading c lasses and ·ubjec ts requiring high~r cogniti\·e demands ar~ 
• Students are provided vvirh sufticient access ro texts and supplementary 
materi als in the nati ve language: 
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• Instruction is provided by well-trained teachers vvith h igh levels of native-
language pro fi c iency: and 
• lnsrn1ction i provided in the nati ve language whene,·cr pl,_jblc rather 
than in a com bination of rhe native language and English (Cra,dord . 
1999). 
lmplicmions for individuals with special needs-mi ld mental retardation 
. o '"' hat dues rhi .s all mean for students "'ith specia l needs-mild menta l retardation? 
The potential application ofB IC 'and CALP for ind ividuals with mild mental retardation 
provides addi tional support for the many instructional practices already in place in a 
properly designed program . B lCS and CALP can also help educators increase their 
understanding of rhe role of language in order to enhance tile qua lity of the ir insrruct. inn 
for students with mild mental retarda tion. Since it is bel ie,·ed that CA LP de,·elops after 
BIC and j s needed for skills in volving formal academic leaming. it can be infetTed that 
increased protic ienc~· in one (BJCS). mny lead ro increased proficiency in the other 
(CAL P). Increased CALP pro~lc ienc ies may enhance additional t.:t)gnitive processe~ such 
:1~ the .. s!'Orage .. and .. rerrievaJ st rengths·· of memory funct ion. Therefore by increasing 
CALP proficiencies. the tea~.: her may be signi t1c~mtly incre<t ·ing the chi 1c1· sO \ erall 
cnpacity to learn. The theoret ical concept of 81CS and CALP may also re,·eal the 
imponan<.:e of using increased amounts of social language to t~1ci li tnte the acquisition of 
ncaclemic language even afte r C A LP ha suppo eclly been acquired. Moreover, BlCS and 
CALP re in.to rce the importance of using concepts to e.-.:plain vocabul<:1ry and to lllndel 
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logic. final ly, the application ofBIC · and CALP emphasizes the imponance of usin~ 
arious levels of language to convey meaning. For example. there are co-notational 
leamers and de-notational learners. uch a djvi sion may require a distinction between 
de-notational language and co-notational language. An example of thi s distinction would 
be teaching the de cription of a condition which we might call "dark .. , Blac k is dark. 
brown is dark and gre) can be dark . The \VOrd ·'dark" is rt co-not:Hionul Jescri ption 1) f a 
pmticulnr condition. The de-notntion.:tl description o f the same condition requires more 
precision. fn thi s instance. v. e might :su) that bl<~ck is darkest; bro\vn is thc.> ne'<t most 
dark and grey is least da rk. Such conditions are al l described by the word "dmk ... They 
are more accurate]) descri bed by identi tication of the exact color that they reprt•seut. The 
learner wirh s pecial needs can perhaps attain more precision of explanation by increasing 
the level of reification. tlunugh graclu.al associated of the relationsl1ip between tbe words. 
This effort enables the lea rner to bridge concepls with words of greater precision and 
clari ty . 
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APPENDIX C 
Letter ofPenniss ion from School Principal 
)...tlh+.1·" "''1; 
t'(' tlll,)~l 
(l:'\ ll' 2010 
Plano '"est Senior High School 
P .1r:,, ! .. \.h (~l•:t 
' to;, •' l:i; '":J• 
1 .&ro '•'l ~ 1 1 , , . lo 
~f\•1 ~~Ill 
J ar.lJ.WiJit.•\'tt·~.· ·ntLr\·'l·nlttiM {\(\l":tht•l.,r~ 11:• !"' ~;.lrlh) tho1{ r~·~~I~IJ' S•ag~ · '·' 'n~ tn flls ,~,rn~r 
lan)!u:uze , !;J.--~r••M•I ht·rc 31 Pl<r~' \\'l"S! 'icn,nr '-! •..:h '\~:h~'''' dtlJ r. .. h..•!, m} p<:r;n•, ,ron''' 
c:v11f:t1LU' '' 1!/1 th:· rpt~f\ t:'nl t\ln J".:ml 11 g Jppn11·;tl lrnrn tlw Plun<> lr·<k'Pt:!ldrnt <.chn· l] Lltst rot·t 
f ,.,,.Pl. n" !n.kpcr.c.!cnt <;dluPI IJIS!m:t "''' t'\.l'ti.!W tlw rc~c;rr-:11 f(H :!pprCI\'ll l <•n f1 .d'lcr nppr l.tl 
r;- fi,-.;t rn·..,ov~.: ITll tlllhc l nt crn<rl Rc• rev. l1t•ard ( IRI:l l 0 f f~:xa.~ W oman' . l Ill\ er,it :< Th,111l. 
ynu lor vour <:l>n';ckrlli\ln and p!e,~L .:lu r.lll llt'~ll.ltt' tt> kt me ~.now tf vc•u ~c~.;utre fun h~r 
rnf(,nn\t' l<~ll. 
-~ ·,:-z._2.-.~-------
c ar. Ci lh:mn.:mn 
\s,·Jda~~ Prm1.:pa1 f\>r Curnculum 
Pl.mu \Vt·~ t Stm«t lh~h :':·dl<~<">l 
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APPE 1DlX D 
Lc·ner t1·om TRB 
l~5 
DIHI Oii PAll AS HOUSIO N 
''' ,,,,, l.n >. ''' '"'" ~'".:',. , 
~ ,\ f •r .. 1.'\:-:! , .. ~., 'S-rre-
;:la' J., .. T\ - ~ ,.~ -
hH rirvtionol R~vi"'"" Boord 
of..~('!.,: Fes~r~. Q"';~ ~:-o .. •: t'~l'C Cro;;rr. -
PC ~='~ L?S.-, 1 :i 1 ...4:r•tf1·•. T> 6?~1J .. ;c. t ~ 
.,; ,1<j·3v£ ~J'f rc:, v~(l.pos 3~ e 
f''l"f\":'11 ~A~~ ... <r C:! 
/,'t fit•' £ "'\ "':5 O' I~ ·,.~ '....· .r /a,h ·rrrtJ\ It J:\ ·l ., j r1f1AIII:Jn1::ri:· rl\. rJ ti,· h'e\ I".Jcoh t:.;,..._ il 'cJ•,_is l;., 
S·.,.i .,, .. ;r ·.;,~ 7, .1 i-f ·;·~ (':·! L, .., .... :o1r [l,, "::··,'·t:c ~ ! J. rt.,li~d ;,I ,J H/gh S .. 1J·~~I ~,.,;,n ,· r:h (-·"'ut ~( 
l h~ <1 ~'•<> 1 r:fcle''o•. : o' >'u<'~ " t- !>e(' "1 f'e\ it·•l ('o! "'\!Je T \ \ l' ' n·;rl'l:!IOnJ. R~' :~II Bt'l ' t 1 [1{8) 3": :1 
<~ ?rc.JJ , t< lll<~l N r '"':• llrcmcm ' ' "'' the 1•rnr ::~ · i·. n C> '. iodi1 ;duals' r i~H~ ' 
II ~ ;>1-'h~ .J io l ~ . • 1~!e: 1:;. a!Jp rc>\':'li lr:J~:r- mu~r h? ~·.>hPtt~d to t he ffif.l Lf!0:1 ·e~c1p1 PR lOR ro a:1~ d~r·· 
, 0i.<:cr1~ · '' t·,ac ·'~'''''c .. •\ c·~~·:· ,, r 1.'1.: ~' rp·c-, .-J ~·,n~"" ' forn• "· , :, rht" rRB J:>pr,·,l! sramp n"'1 ~ 
cor ' '· I rt.-: .1 ; roJJI ·~ n:! l ~ep,.,rt ar~ e;.ch~cd P.e .. ~c J>~ m,• .::o%cr.t r'l•":'il " d t'lr mo~l re,•cnt 3f.;':' -'~ ~· 
d ·t(C ,r ~r.- r \'.nt" l f'O:ll~ I:. I II P Cl' rscr·t /ro-1 :>Ct.r rJno:!p~nt,;, PH? s.gned , ,, nscnr (oml> ~n:l n .., ~, r~pun 
1" 11<1 ~e ~ l<·· f \'. i tr the Ul5lo(U[I(•fla : Rei · ~\\ Board at the compl!:: i:::~. or the ;t:Jd~ 
Th·' Jr pr''' "' i< c~hd ''"< : e-r.1 rrc-n, April !. ~o : o Ac!:ordin ~ w :egul3uon.• rr.:r: the Depa:tr~c:u oi 
Hc<llfh an.! tfU:-lJ r. ::~r.·,Ns. a:.c:her rc:,·te\1' b' t.J:.- JRB 1s req;; i~d if your p~~rr;t : l:a:1gcs rn ar,, wo>. 
R"'td rho: :Rl3 uus: ~ r.r-::fic cf 1mmcd•:JJc '~ rcg~rJ 11~ 3c: ad,·e rsc cn:n:~ t:~ cv ~ .. ll'e Rny questior; 
. tel r-ec: :v cali th • T \\1 lnsti:UihJIIill Rei':"" B<•Ucd. 
Smcere h . 
'- .. , . - , ,...... 1'\."\~ ~t-.:-f::' :.t ~~t::..h .. l...'. L-...... 1t.A~ ''-i..~.v ... -\. :~ 
'-' 
P r lo..ad11 f"'\(· r"•rr" 'l ~s. ( 11J i 
lustitu:ior:,r Rc1 ic" g. , ~r·l [)ero:r n 
Dt J.1 1,: :, ... , , ~)- --: .. n. [ 'c;.l::t,.- fll c't'l ~·~ T t .. .. h::r t du.:titJ "'r . 
• !)· 1 .r· ~ ; _ ,l~ t_;;,n t:.cr~·t :r.nr:~ · ~ l J ~.,:h ...... [.Jh~J.~ ic·l 
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HOUSTON 
' 
November 1k, 2010 
I 
i 
Dear Mr. sdger: 
I 
I 
I 
lnstiMional Review Board 
Office 'of Research and Sponsored Progroms 
P.O. Box 425619, Denton, 1X 76204-5619 
940-898·3378 Fox 940-898-3416 
e-mail: IRB@twv.edu 
Re: The E(ects of Using Flashcards to Develop Automaticity With Key Vocabulary Words for 
Stude1f!S With and Without Learning Disabilities Enrolled in a High School Spanish Cours.e 
(Protocol#: 16112) · 
The TWU Institutional Review Board (IRB) has received the materials necessary to complete the file 
for the above' referenced study. As applicable, agency approvalletter(s), the final report, and signatures 
of the participants have been placed on file. As of this date, this protocol file has been closed . 
. i Sincerely,' 
Dr. Kathy DeOmellas, Chair 
Institutional Review Board - Denton 
cc. Dr. Jane Pemberton, Department ofTeacher Education 
Dr. Lloyd Kinnison, Department of Teacher Education 
V Graduate School 
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